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DEDICATION 

To Tosha—a powerful woman of God full of wisdom and grace who humbly learns and grows to 

pour her heart into her family.   
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PRE-GAME WARM UP 

So encourage each other and build each other up, 

just as you are already doing. 

1 Thessalonians 5:11 

Teaching is an exhausting and underappreciated job.  So is parenting.  But I love them both.   

In my last two years as an 8th grade science teacher, I had my students call me “Coach”.  That’s 

right.  They called me “Coach Leeb.”  Not because I was their sports coach, but because I was 

their science coach.  I was their coach and they were my team, and we were going to learn science 

together and have fun together.  What an amazing difference it made when my students looked at 

our class as one unit working together!  We were a team.    

I left teaching when I became a mom only to realize that I was actually entering into the most 

important classroom there ever was and embarking upon my most critical teaching position of my 

entire life...right in my own home. I quickly learned that the same philosophy of “team” that 

worked so well in my science classroom was even more important in my “classroom” at home.  

My family became my team and I’ve learned little ways and big ways to unite us as a solid team. 

Your family is your team too.  We as parents have the opportunity every day to create unity in our 

homes and bring a bond that will last forever.    Uniting our families is critical especially when 

there is so much division in this world.   

In this book, you will find 31 ideas for creating team unity in your home.  I didn’t do all of these 

in one day, so don’t worry about doing every single one of these ideas all at once.  Please start 

with just one and go from there.  And don’t even feel like you have to do all of them.  Anything 

you do to let your kids know that your family is your team…that they belong…that they have to 

work together…that they have to help each other and be there for each other and love each other 

and respect each other will make a difference.  I truly believe that better families make better 

neighborhoods, schools, communities, and nations.  Positive change truly starts in our own 

homes…with our own team families. 

Let’s get started, shall we?  Let’s bring some team unity into our homes.  Let’s build each other 

up.  Let’s unite. Let’s get some team spirit going.  Are you ready?  Here we go… 

GOOOOOOOOOOO Family!   



 

 

 

 

MEET OUR TEAM 

Unity is strength…when there is teamwork and collaboration, 

wonderful things can be achieved. 

Mattie J.T. Stepanek 

Every team has players.  Each player has a different position or role they play that contributes to 

the success of that team.  In baseball, there are pitchers and catchers.  In basketball, there are point 

guards and centers.  In football, there are quarterbacks and linebackers.  In soccer, there are 

goalkeepers and strikers.  In marching bands, there are drummers and woodwind players.  Even 

though each player has a different way of contributing to the team, they are each important 

members of the team, and together, they make the team stronger and more capable of playing the 

game.   

Can you imagine an entire field full of just quarterbacks?  Who would play defense and catch the 

ball?   What if there were only pitchers.  Who would hit or catch the ball?  What if a marching 

band had only flutes?  Who would keep the beat?  Teams need different players using their unique 

strengths that work together to make the team stronger.   

Like a sports team, each member of our team…our family have different “positions” that we play.  

We have different skills that we are good at, but we must learn to unite…to come together and 

have fun, encourage each other, and play the game together.   

I thought I was never going to be a mom.  I thought I would never have a team of my own.  For 

over four years, I struggled with infertility.  When I was finally blessed to be a mom, I was so 

grateful but I was also overwhelmed.  It was much more difficult than I thought it was going to be.  

I missed being the “fun science teacher” that I once was.  But before me was a little baby boy who 

needed me to care for his every need.  The responsibility of it all was exhausting.  In the middle 

of all of the adjusting, our marriage almost fell apart.  Being a new mom with a struggling marriage 

was one of the darkest seasons of my life.   

Through counseling and God’s grace, we moved forward together, and soon, we got into a 

groove…a rhythm with our team of three.  My husband and I were enjoying our little family, and 

then our daughter came along and brought a new beat to our home.   

Juggling a toddler boy and a newborn proved to be quite a challenge.  But soon, we found a new 

groove…a rhythm with our team of four and we thought that was going to be it.  But then our son, 

our bonus baby, came along and rocked the house.  He shook up any rhythm we had in place to 

the core.  He literally created an entire new beat to our home and my husband and I realized how 

much more effort we had to put into our team of five.  Life was crazy and chaotic.  We were 



outnumbered and we had to take control of our home and unify our team.  We had to find a new 

beat so that our team could march to it together…as lovingly and peacefully as possible.  

So, here we are…five human beings brought together by God to live life together.  We are Jewish 

and Christian.  We are boys and girls.  We are introverts and extroverts.  We are short and tall.  

We are dark hair and light hair.  We are salty and sweet. We are silly and serious.  We are right- 

brained and left-brained.  We are Physical Touch and Quality Time.  We are Words of Affirmation 

and Gifts and Acts of Service.  We are musical and mathematical.  We are realists and dreamers.   

In so many ways, our family is different, but we are a team.  Bonded by blood…united by 

love…we are The Leebs. 

PEP TALK   

Your team family may be incredibly diverse too.  You may look at your own family, and wonder 

what God was thinking when He put your team together.  It’s as though God said “OK, here are 

the most opposite people and personalities in the world…I’m going to make them a family.”   

Exactly.  God does bring our families together with various strengths and completely opposing 

temperaments and characteristics to bring out His best in all of us.  God uses our diversity to bring 

unity, and it’s important that we learn to play the game of life well together.   

The bible gives us a great illustration of being unified in our differences in 1 Corinthians 12: 14-

19: 

Even so the body is not made up of one part but of many. 

 Now if the foot should say, “Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body,” it would not 

for that reason stop being part of the body. And if the ear should say, “Because I am not an eye, I 

do not belong to the body,” it would not for that reason stop being part of the body. If the whole 

body were an eye, where would the sense of hearing be? If the whole body were an ear, where 

would the sense of smell be?  But in fact God has placed the parts in the body, every one of them, 

just as he wanted them to be. If they were all one part, where would the body be?   As it is, there 

are many parts, but one body. 

Our family is one body with many parts and God has place the parts in the body, every one of 

them, just as He wanted them to be.  

It continues in verse 25-26: 

…there should be no division in the body, but that its parts should have equal concern for each 

other. If one part suffers, every part suffers with it; if one part is honored, every part rejoices with 

it. 

That’s the picture of unity.  That’s the goal of a family. That’s the beauty of a team. Celebrating 

the many differences, but uniting as one family.  Being concerned for one another, empathizing 

during the downs of life together, and celebrating the ups of life together.  Laughing together.  

Crying together.  Winning together.  Losing together, and more importantly playing together—

respecting our own unique position in our own unique and crazy team.      



No matter how small ants are, these tiny insects represent a big example 

of cooperation and working together. Each ant makes a remarkable difference, 

they are devoted to their colony and if one is missing, it creates a chaos in the 

whole system. Their devotion to each other is surprisingly breathtaking. In case 

they suddenly encounter an obstacle along their trail, the ants immediately start 

working together to overcome it, e.g. when the ants find out that their way home is 

blocked, they don’t give up until they get home. Defeat is not an option for them. 

The army of ants joins forces to build a bridge from their own bodies to fill in the 

gap between two leaves and the rest can easily walk over their bodies to get to the 

other side.1  

 

If your family works as the ants, 

you will achieve almost impossible goals.  



 

 

BELONGING 
 

Family is belonging 

to and believing 

in each other. 

Anonymous   
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FAMILY NAME 

A family doesn’t have to be perfect: it just needs to be united. 

Anonymous 

Use your family name often.  Your family name is your team name.  Remind your kids that 

they are a part of the __(insert your last name here) family and they are valuable members of 

this family team.  Simply using your last name as your team name brings unity and gives 

everyone a sense of belonging.  It also gives you ways to lead your team in how to behave and 

make choices. 

My first year of teaching in a 7th grade science classroom was actually during my 6th year of 

teaching.  Let me tell you.  I learned very quickly that 7th graders were a very different kind of 

middle schooler than the 8th graders I was used to.  So if you have a 7th grader, bless you!  Hang 

in there.  I promise that they do grow up, mature, and become less squirrely.  I’ve witnessed it.  

Anyway, our team name my first year at this new school was 7A.  Thrilling, right?  My second 

year, I decided to shake things up and convinced the teachers I taught with to call our team a 

name…an actual name.  We decided on The All-Stars.  The kids loved it, and they took great pride 

in being on this team.  We were so much more united and had so much more fun together that year.  

Having a team name can bond a group of 7th grade students, it can bond any sports team, and it 

can bond your family too.  

Our team has a name…we are The Leebs.  There is no other family like us.  Our kids belong to 

this family.  They don’t have to try out or perform well to be on our team.  They don’t have to 

meet any special requirements whatsoever.  They are loved and accepted for who they are and 

each and every one is a valuable member of our team…mistakes and imperfections and all.  Being 

a part of the Leeb family is something to be proud of because we are unique and special in our 

own way.   

We remind our kids often that it doesn’t matter what others say or do or have opinions about.  We 

are The Leebs and we make our own choices.  We certainly respect others and their opinions, but 

we are capable of standing on our own and doing what we feel is right even if others don’t agree.  

We often use positive statements about our family like:  “Leebs are respectful.”  “Leebs care about 

others.”  “Leebs tell the truth.” “Leebs love bugs.”  Yes, we all love bugs and spiders in our Leeb 

family, but that’s what makes us different.  That’s what sets us apart from other families.   

PEP TALK 

Each member of your family is unique.  Your family unit is unique too.  You have so many things 

about you that set you apart from other families.  Celebrate that.  Point out those differences in 



positive ways.  Guide your kids in seeing that being different and unique is special because that’s 

how God created you and your family. And that’s how God bonds your family together forever.  

Your family is awesome.  Your team name is a representation of your family’s awesomeness.   

(I know that some families are blended and may have several last names.  Be proud of those names 

and use them in your team name.  If it’s too long and complicated, shorten it and make up your 

own name for your team family.) 

  



PRACTICE TIME 

What makes your family unique? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are some life choices that you want your family team to value?  For example: “The Leebs 

tell the truth.”   

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY WORDS 

Family is not an important thing, it’s everything. 

Michael J. Fox 

Say the word “Family” and “Team” as much as you possibly can.  Use them interchangeably. 

Over and over and over.  “We are a family.”  “We are a team.” “Let’s do this as a family.”  

“ 

Let’s do this as a team.” “We are going as a family/team.” “Let’s decide as a family/team.”  

Remind your kids that you are a family…that you are a team…and that means something.   

 

There is truly something about team spirit--working together for a common goal.  Whether it’s a 

basketball team, football team, baseball team, dance team, or marching band, there has to be a lot 

of teamwork.  In just one or two words used over and over, your family…your team…can have 

that same spirit and togetherness too.   

My kids repeat everything I say and sometimes that’s a great thing and something it’s just not.  

Like when I tell my dog to “Shut it.” and my kids repeat that…bad.  When I say “We are a family 

and we are going together.”  and I hear my kids repeat that…good.  Seriously, I have to watch 

what I say.   

One thing I learned very quickly is that emphasizing the words “family” and “team” is working. 

The more I say these words, the more my kids say them.   

Honestly, anytime I can say those words, I say them. 

When we are trying to decide what movie to watch for family movie night…”Let’s vote as a 

family.” 

When it’s our special time, “Come on, it’s family time.” 

When we are cleaning up the house together… “Go Leeb Family.  We can do this as a team.” 

I want my kids to see the tremendous value in those words and start to see them as the same word.  

Team=Family.  Family=Team. But even more importantly, I want them to know what those words 

represent…togetherness, love, acceptance, teamwork, and a forever-bond that nothing can break. 

  



PEP TALK 

Using the words “family” and “team” in positive ways will create positive change in your team! 

Seriously, your kids are listening to every word you say.  Why not give them pride in “family” and 

“team” and see the value in being a part of yours?  And while you’re at it, “Please”, “Thank you”, 

“You can do it”, “I believe in you” and “I love you no matter what” should be said equally as much 

to your team.    



PRACTICE TIME 

What does the words “family” and “team” represent to you? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

How can you help your kids see family as important?  How can you help your kids to see your 

family as more of a team? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY PRAYER 

A family that prays together…stays together. 

Patrick Peyton 

Create a family prayer together.  Come up with a special prayer that you pray at mealtimes.  

Post your prayer upon the wall near your table.  Before each meal, hold hands and make a 

circle of unity as you pray your prayer together.   

 

Did you know that one of the last things that some NFL teams do before they leave the locker 

room before the start of the game is pray together?  That’s right.  They join hands and say The 

Lord’s Prayer and that gets them pumped up.  It brings unity to their team and gets them ready for 

the game.2  Saying a daily prayer as a family can do the same thing.  

Before we eat a meal, our family prays together.  Our family prayer is simple:  “Lord, we are 

grateful for the food on our plates, and especially for the people around our table.”  We want our 

kids to be grateful for their food no matter what is on their plates and more importantly, value each 

and every person around our table.  At every meal, we stop for a moment, reach left and right and 

connect together as a family unit.  It is one small gesture that unites us in a big way, and we hope 

our kids will always remember that as our Leeb Family Prayer.   

When we pray our family prayer…in that brief moment…no matter what craziness has surrounded 

us throughout our day, we are bonded by gratitude--for our food and for each other.  

PEP TALK  

Praying for your family is the most powerful thing you can do.  Even if you are the only one 

praying…pray and then pray some more.  This world can be so dark, so taking time to pray for 

God’s light, love, wisdom, and guidance for your family can be life-changing.  Intentionally cover 

your family in prayer and you will see God move. 

Praying as a family can be powerful too and better yet, it truly does bring unity and change.  It 

doesn’t matter if you pray together around the dinner table or at bedtime or at different moments 

in between.  Huddle together, unite your voices, hold hands and pray a family prayer that your kids 

will always remember and will hopefully pump them up for any “game” that lies ahead.   



 

PRACTICE TIME 

What are some specific needs for your family that you can ask God about right now? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Take time to write some ideas for your short family prayer: 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY RHYME 

Family…like branches on a tree.  We all grow in different directions, 

Yet our roots remain as one. 

Anonymous 

 

Get creative and have fun together coming up with a family rhyme.  Use hand movements 

and fun gestures that only your family will appreciate.  Come up with a little jingle that 

bonds your family and reminds each member of the team about their purpose in this world.   

 

“Here we go, Illini. Here we go.”  *clap clap* 

Sports chants can create a true sense of motivation for any team.  They are memorable and unite 

all who shout it together.   

A family rhyme or chant can do the same for your family. 

 

Our team family has a family rhyme, or cheer-if you will- that we say often.  It’s a great reminder 

to be kind and loving no matter where we are or who we are with.  Our family rhyme is:   

Whoever we meet.   

Wherever we go.   

We have kindness in our hearts  

And love to show.   

(And it starts with our family.) 

 



I added this last part to our family rhyme as a reminder of the most important people to be kind 

and loving to…our very own family team!  I wish I could show you the little hand movements that 

my kids created to go with our rhyme. 

We use rhymes for more than just bonding purposes for our family though.  We use rhymes to 

teach too.  Sibling rivalry—the constant fighting, bickering, picking, and pestering—helped us to 

remember the power of rhymes with our kids.  They remember words more if there is a rhythm or 

rhyme to them.  And they remember words even more if there are hand movements to them as 

well. 

Just ask my 200 eighth grade students who learned the steps to the scientific method through music 

and movement.  Yes, I could have taught it to them by just saying it or quizzing them on it over 

and over.  But because I put it to music and added some hand movements, those students 

remembered the steps with ease and were able to do better science experiments and write up more 

organized lab reports too.  

So back in my home with sibling rivalry in full swing—when my kids get into an argument with 

a sibling because someone takes a toy or someone is looking at them the wrong way, we have 

given them three steps to take to handle the situation.    

1.  Say it kindly. 

2.  Walk away. 

3.  Go get help.  

*clap, clap, clap.   

We just gave these three simple actions a little rhythm and Viola…our kids are remembering what 

to do (most of the time) when their siblings are annoying them (all of the time!)  Empowering our 

kids to work things out the best they can by first saying their request kindly:  “Please stop looking 

at me.”   

Then, if the “lookie” still doesn’t stop looking at them, they can simply walk away.   

Then, if the “lookie” follows them and is still looking at them, they can come and get help from 

us and we will rescue them from this terrible look.   

It’s been so freeing not to have to referee every mean look that our kids give to each other.  Plus, 

we know that we are teaching them good skills in life to be able to handle when someone does or 

says something unkind to them.  It is our prayer that they will always remember: “Say it kindly, 

walk away, go get help!” clap, clap, clap.   

 

PEP TALK 

Most kids—most people, really—don’t learn simply by what they hear.  But when you put a little 

music or rhythm to words, the words seem to come alive.  Just ask any advertiser---the jingle is 

their best friend.  As a parent, it’s very important to think about how you are teaching your kids 



new information.  Are you just saying it and expecting them to remember it?  When possible, I 

want to encourage you to use all three learning styles--visual, auditory, and kinesthetic modes.  Get 

their eyes, their ears, and their bodies involved.  I promise that your kids will remember a rhyme 

before they will remember any lecture you will ever give them.  And if you have a family rhyme 

that speaks to their hearts too…it will never be forgotten.  

  



PRACTICE TIME 

Would a family rhyme be beneficial to your family just for fun or for behavior purposes? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Take time to write some ideas for your short family rhyme (Don’t forget to get your kids involved 

in making up some fun but simple hand movements): 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY SONG 

Family is one of God’s greatest masterpieces! 

Anonymous 

Find a song that represents your family.  Choose a song or write one yourselves.  The song 

should be one that you can use to encourage each other.  It will be your team song. 

 

I love how the Chicago Bulls come running out to “Sirius” aka The Chicago Bulls Intro at the 

beginning of every game as they introduce each player.  Every time I hear this song, it reminds me 

of the Chicago Bulls.  Your family song can remind your kids of your family too. 

 

The Leeb family decided to make up our own song.  Again, it’s short and simple and actually came 

to be when we were teaching our kids about mistakes.  We want our kids to know that every day 

is a new day.  Every day, we have the opportunity to learn from our mistakes and try again.  Every 

day, we have the opportunity to show kindness and love to ourselves and to others.  Every day, 

God’s grace and forgiveness is there.   

 

Every day is truly a new day to be all that God created us to be.  We want our kids to move into 

each new day learning from the day before and ready to go about their new day with a positive 

attitude of what’s to come without wallowing in the past.  Learn from it and move on.   

Here is our Leeb family song: 

Every day is a new day 

Every day is a new day 

Every day is a new day 

For the Leeb Family. 

 



Every day is a new day 

Every day is a new day 

Every day is a new day 

For a new attitude. 

 

Every day is a new day 

Every day is a new day 

Every day is a new day 

For a _________________ 

 

We have fun with the rest of the song and let the kids fill in the blanks with other things we can 

do in our new day like being helpful or sharing or serving someone in need.  The song can go on 

and on and on and can come in very handy during long car rides.   

 

Our kids know our song and they know it well.  More importantly, they know the meaning behind 

it too.  How powerful is it for kids to understand in their hearts that we aren’t going to carry grudges 

and that each and every day they wake up, we love them no matter what happened the day or night 

before?  Every day is a new day. 

 

 

PEP TALK 

Kids remember songs.  In addition to the Scientific Method dance, I also taught my students The 

Matter Song and The Wave Song.  I even had a former student come up to me at church just to 

share with me that she still remembered The Wave Song.  She was a mom of three and it had been 

over ten years since she was in my middle school science classroom.   

Songs work.  Songs can get stuck in your kids’ heads and replay over and over.  So why not find 

a song that sends your kids a positive message and make it your team song?  I pray you find one 

or make up one that your family can sing to together, dance to together, and be inspired by together.   

PRACTICE TIME 

Make a list of your favorite positive or encouraging songs.  Would any of these represent your 

family well? 



______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

If you’d like to write your family song, jot down some ideas here (Again, get your kids involved 

and be sure to make it short and easy to memorize.  You want your kids to sing this song for years 

to come!): 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY HAND SHAKE 

If you want to change the world, go home and love your family. 

Mother Theresa 

Create a family hand shake.   Something that says “I love you.” Or something that just says 

something encouraging without saying any words at all.  Keep it a secret.  It’s for your family 

members only. 

 

In the NBA, some of the players have created their own pre-game handshakes.  In fact the 

Cleveland Cavaliers seem to have a unique handshake with each teammate, and in 2016, they won 

the NBA Championship after being down three games to one.3   Coincidence?  Could having this 

special handshake bond have created a unity off the court that transferred to a championship team 

on the court?  I think so.   

I can’t tell you what our family handshake is.  It’s for Leeb family members only, but I can tell 

you that our hand shake means “I love you”.  It is my vision that I will be able to use this handshake 

forever—especially when my kids are teenagers and they don’t want me to say “I love you” out 

loud in front of their friends. Or if someday I’m blessed to be an old lady and my kids come to 

visit me in the nursing home and I’m too weak to talk, I will still be able to say “I love you” by 

doing our secret Leeb Family handshake.  I know it’s weird that I think of things like that, but I 

do.   

I love that we have this little secret that only our family knows.  I love that my kids can walk up 

to me anytime and do our secret hand shake to tell me that they love me, and I love that I can do 

the same for them.   

I want our family to have this little bond that unites us forever.  I want our family to have a way to 

say “I love you” without using words.   

PEP TALK 

It may be weird for you to imagine that your kids may not want to say “I love you” someday—

especially not out in public and especially not in front of their friends.  (If you have a middle 

schooler though or if you remember being in middle school, you know what I’m talking about.) 

It’s weird for me to believe that my three year old won’t want to wear his fire fighter costume out 

in public someday, but our kids will grow up.  They will change.  They will want some space as 



they get older.  Our kids may stop holding our hand, stop wanting hugs, and stop acknowledging 

our existence.  But we don’t have to stop telling them that we love them.  

Whether it’s in a little note, a text, or in a secret handshake, your kids will always want to know 

that you love them.  Love is the glue that bonds a family team together.    



PRACTICE TIME 

How could a secret handshake benefit your family? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Brainstorm ideas about what your secret handshake could be… 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY QUOTE 

Many of life’s failures are people who did not realize 

how close they were to success before they gave up. 

Thomas Edison 

Create a quote that you can use to encourage your kids when they feel discouraged.  Make 

your family quote short, simple, and easy to remember and repeat.  It can be a famous quote 

or something your family makes up together. 

 

“Things turn out best for the people who make the best of the way things turn out.”  

“Do not let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do.”  

John Wooden is known for leading the UCLA college basketball team to 10 NCAA tournament 

championships in the ‘60s and ‘70s.  In 2010, he passed away at the age of 99 leaving behind so 

much more than just these 10 championships.4 He left behind powerful words that he used to 

motivate his team that everyone remembers.  With just a simple quote, we can leave powerful, 

motivating words for our kids to remember too.   

When my oldest was a toddler, he was an easily frustrated child.  He would get upset about the 

simplest things and he found it difficult to recover when he couldn’t get something right the first 

time he tried to do it.  It was my job to teach him about the importance of persistence. It was then 

that I made up our family quote and it has continued to be very useful to us ever since.  It’s “Never 

give up.  Keep trying.”   

The best part is that this simple quote was something that he was even able to remind me of when 

I started to get really frustrated while trying to get his car seat buckled.  I appreciate the safety that 

car seats offer, but why can’t they create an automatic latching system like they do for roller 

coasters.  Anyway, I was losing my patience trying to get him buckled in when he said “Mommy, 

remember…don’t give up.  Keep trying.”  I gritted my teeth and smiled.  He was right though.   

Still, we use that quote and remind our kids to look at things that are difficult to do as “challenges” 

and not automatically chalk something up as being impossible without even trying.  “Never give 

up.  Keep trying” reminds our kids to be determined problem-solvers and not give up so easily.  

We want to empower our kids to be resourceful.  We want them to be confident in their own 

abilities and yet still know that if they cannot come up with a solution for a problem themselves, 

they can always count on their team…their family for help and support.   



PEP TALK 

Your family quote may be something entirely different and that’s wonderful.  Your family may 

have different challenges than my family.  Your kids may have other roadblocks in their lives and 

need encouragement on an entirely different level.  Having a family quote that encompasses a 

particular struggle that you all face can bring a sense of unity.  Anytime a family member is 

struggling, the family quote can be a quick reminder to move forward one step at a time.    



PRACTICE TIME 

In what area of life do your kids struggle? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Do you have a favorite quote you could use to encourage them in that area of struggle?  You could 

also take time right now to make up a short quote of your own that is just for your family: 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

  



 

Known for their intelligence and compassion, it comes as no surprise that 

elephants work well in a team. There have been recordings of herds moving slower 

in pace for other members of the team, such as for one that had broken a leg and in 

another instance, for a female that was carrying a dead calf. There are also many 

accounts of elephants expressing happiness, grief and sorrow towards other 

elephants. These gentle giants show us the importance of loyalty and sticking 

together through bad times and good.5 

 

In order to create valuable bonds that will strengthen them in the long run, 

families have to support each other through the ups and downs of life. 

  



 

 

 

DISCIPLINING 
 

Discipline of others isn’t punishment.  

You discipline to help, to improve, to correct, to 

prevent, 

not to punish, humiliate or retaliate. 

John Woden   
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FAMILY EXPECTATIONS 

Family equals unconditional love. 

Unconditional love does not equal accepting disrespectful behaviors. 

Create a list of specific behaviors that you expect in your home.  How do you want your 

family to treat each other?  Involve your team in coming up with your “team expectations”.  

Write them down.  Post them on your refrigerator and review them often. 

 

Imagine a sports team trying to work together without any clear expectations.  What if no one 

knew the rules of the game either?  It would be pure chaos.  Without expectations and clear 

guidelines, the team may be running around in all different directions actually working against 

each other instead of together.  I learned first-hand in my middle school science classroom just 

how important expectations are for kids.   

During my teaching career, I taught in three different school districts and saw a variety of teaching 

styles.  It was obvious when classrooms had very clear expectations about behavior and it was 

obvious when classrooms didn’t.  You can imagine that the classrooms that didn’t were filled with 

confusion and unruliness.  It’s the same with our homes.   

Kids need clear rules and boundaries.  Kids need order and guidelines.  Kids don’t automatically 

know how to behave.  They really don’t.  They need to be taught and reminded and retaught and 

re-reminded and re-retaught and re-re-reminded.  I think you get my point.   

I can’t take credit for our family expectations. I just found them on a canvas print at a grocery store 

and hung them up on our wall.  Bam.  Our family expectations were in place. 

My husband and I want to make sure that our kids know without a doubt what we expect from 

them…expectations our kids know, that we read often, that we refer to often, and that we remind 

our kids about often. 

Here are the expectations that we have hanging on the wall in our kitchen: 

FAMILY RULES 

Keep your promises. 

Share. 



Think of others before yourself. 

Say I love you. 

Listen to your parents. 

Do your best. 

Say please and thank you. 

Always tell the truth. 

Laugh at yourself. 

Hug often. 

Use kind words. 

Love each other. 

 

I love having our family rules up on the wall.  They are a great daily reminder of honesty, laughter, 

courtesy, kindness and love…all things that make living with my team even better. 

PEP TALK 

I have no doubt that you do have expectations for your children’s behavior, but are they well-

communicated to your team?  If expectations are not clear, there is a lot of room for discussion 

and error.  The appropriate, positive behaviors that you expect from your children should be very 

clear and in writing and even on display and even acted out.  Remember that kids remember what 

they see and do better than what they hear.   

For younger kids, you can draw a picture next to each expectation to make it easier for them to 

understand.  For older kids, you can get them involved in writing your team’s expectations and 

even have them sign them to seal the deal.  Expectations should be fair and focused around positive 

behaviors.  Kids respond more to “Do’s” rather than “Don’ts”.   

Having short, clear, and fair expectations that revolve around love and respect helps your team 

stay focused on what’s important in a family.  Do you know how many times a day I say “Did that 

show kindness and love?”   

Without expectations, your team may feel lost, insecure, and even not very confident playing on 

your home court. Kids need that security of expectations and a team to surround them with love in 

order to win the game of life.   

 

  



PRACTICE TIME 

What changes would you like to see in your home? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Make a list of your top 5 expectations that you would love to see implemented by all members of 

your family team: 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY CONSEQUENCES 

Wisdom is grown when the consequences are known. 

Create a list of consequences to go with your team expectations.  What will happen if your 

kids don’t follow the expectations in your house?  Write down a step-by-step system for your 

family to follow, and post them right next to your expectations.  And follow through with 

your consequences—this is a very important part of being a team. 

 

NBA basketball player, Matt Barnes, has racked up over $185,000 in fines for various offenses 

like foul language, disrespectful comments to other coaches, and not leaving the court in a timely 

manner after he was ejected from a game.6 There are very specific expectations a player must live 

up to and there are consequences if they don’t live up to those expectations.  When a player is 

disrespectful, there are consequences.  The players on our family team should have consequences 

too.  

Obviously, we don’t have to charge our kids thousands of dollars for making a mistake.  But in 

order to help our kids live up to the expectations, they also need consequences. Expectations and 

consequences go together like peanut butter and chocolate or chips and salsa.  You just can’t have 

one without the other.   

We didn’t always have expectations and consequences in our home.  Let me take that back…we 

didn’t always have written and clear expectations and consequences in our home.  Obviously, we 

taught our kids to be respectful, to share, to love each other, etc. And we did have consequences 

too, but they were whatever we could think up in that moment.  It was… “If you do that again, you 

will get a time out.”  Or “If you do that again, you will get your puppy taken away.”  Sometimes 

our consequences were angry and irrational given in the heat of the moment like “You’re never 

going to watch TV again for the rest of your entire existence if you don’t turn it off and clean up 

your toys RIGHT NOW!!!” In desperation, we would turn to screaming and yelling and even 

spanking for misbehavior.   

Our expectations were spoken and modeled by us, and our consequences were given “on the fly.”  

After our third child was born, I was reminded about the importance of not only have clear 

expectations in my science classroom, but also clear consequences.  It was only common sense 

that having that same clarity in my home would work too, and it did.   



We do a strike system with our older kids.  Our goal with our expectations was to outline our way 

of life focusing primarily on kindness, love, and respect, answering the question:  How do we want 

our team members to treat each other?   

Our goal with our consequences was to train and teach, answering the question: How can we teach 

our team to follow the expectations?  

Obviously, our overall goal is to teach our kids to think about their choices and decide to do the 

right thing simply because it’s the right thing to do not just to avoid a consequence, but until that 

day, it’s our job to train them.  With the strike system, a child is given a strike if they don’t follow 

our team expectations.  If they get three strikes in a day, they don’t get to stay up for our family 

special time at the end of the day.  We will still love that child and read books and have a snack as 

a family and tuck him/her into bed with hugs and tickles, but the extra special family time will not 

be for them that night.  Our goal is love and teaching, and believe me, we are very lenient on the 

strikes because we take more time to teach than to punish.  But if they are that defiant and 

disrespectful throughout the day to our team--despite our many warnings and efforts to teach them 

right way to handle certain situations--we still love them, but they will need to take some time 

alone to reflect on their behavior and think about what they can do differently tomorrow.   

Strikes are sometimes given right away and sometimes we say “If you do that again, you will get 

a strike.”  See?  We give them a lot of chances, so by golly, if they get three strikes, we follow 

through and they go to bed early.  Again, there is no screaming or yelling at them.  We still take 

just as much time with them at bedtime as we normally would, but they just don’t get to stay up 

for the extra fun family time.  If they can’t respect their family during the day, then they can’t be 

trusted to respect our family during our special time.   

Of course there are special circumstances where they get to stay up with us no matter what, but we 

are the parents and we can determine those times.  And guess what?  If they burn up all three 

strikes by 9am, they get a whole new set of strikes that takes away our family story time or even 

their snack.  It just keeps going and we keep taking away privileges with every set of strikes.  By 

the end of the day, they could lose every privilege, but they know that they are loved.  I can honestly 

say that our kids have only taken the strikes to the second set where they lost Family Special Time, 

as well as story time and snack.   

Have we ever given them strikes for the next day?  Absolutely we have.  We don’t like to.  We 

believe that “Every day is a new day” so we try our best to not give our kids strikes for the next 

day, but let me tell you…there have been times where they have already lost it all and still push 

the limits.  Our thought is that if we do have to give them a strike for the next day, then that teaches 

them that sometimes we do have to live with the choices that we made from the day before.  

Sometimes our consequences do follow us into a new day and that’s just life.  Everything is a 

teaching moment in parenting.   

We even have a quick version of our rules and consequences that we review before we go out in 

public…especially before we go into a grocery store. 

  



I have three expectations…three “B’s”: 

1.  Be respectful. 

2.  Be a good listener. 

3.  Be aware.  (know that you are not the only one in the universe so look around you—be aware 

of other people’s feelings, personal space, and even be aware of strangers) 

I even have very short hand movements that go with these three expectations that even our three 

year old can do.  Before we go anywhere, we review these three expectations and we pick a 

consequence that is more immediate than losing family time later that night.  If they get three 

strikes while at the store, they don’t get to ride Sandy, the toy horse, at the end of the shopping 

trip.  I’ve had to carry out every child kicking and screaming at least once, but then they get it.  

Now that my oldest doesn’t care about riding Sandy anymore, he loses all tablet time until further 

notice if he gets three “store strikes”.  He has never gotten three store strikes.   

I want my kids to know that I really love them when I say “I love you” so I want them to trust me 

when I say, “If you get three strikes in the store, you won’t get to ride Sandy.”  Do you see the 

importance of the follow through of our consequences?  Our children feel secure in our love and 

learn to trust the words that we say.   

And by the way, our three year old isn’t on the strike system yet.  He doesn’t have a clue what it 

means.  We still do lots of teaching, lots of “Please try this again.”, and “Say ‘Will you please put 

on my fire boots?’” His consequences need to be more immediate so we still do time- outs here 

and there too.  He gets to stay up with us for family time every night, but he is watching the older 

kids and understanding how the strike system works.  When he gets school-aged, we will start it 

with him too.   

Here are our consequences posted in our kitchen next to our expectations: 

Strike 1: Warning and Try again. 

Strike 2: Warning and Try again. 

Strike 3: You’re loved but you go to bed without family time to think about how you can be more 

kind and loving in the future.   

Additional strikes are added and other privileges are lost if lessons aren’t learned and disrespect 

continues.  

We quickly realized that having order to our consequences gave us as parents more control.  It 

gave us more opportunities to teach and encourage kind behavior.  It gave us more confidence in 

our parenting because we knew exactly what their consequence was going to be.  No longer were 

we just winging it.  No longer were we just thinking up consequences “on the fly”.   

We knew their consequences and more importantly, our kids knew their consequences.  They knew 

that they would get strikes for inappropriate or disrespectful actions.  They knew what it meant if 

they got three strikes in their day. Trust me, it was a very hard night at first in the Leeb house when 

someone had to go to bed early, but we had to follow through.  We had to follow through.   



Now, we don’t give as many strikes as we used to.  We don’t have to.  Our kids are making better 

choices because they know the consequences and they know that we will follow through, but more 

importantly, they know that we love them and that we are here to teach them and guide them more 

than we are “out to get them”.  

Taking more time to teach and encourage and lead and guide our kids gives us more time to focus 

on our expectations instead of focusing on the consequences.  It’s amazing how well this system 

works for our family.  It’s been so freeing and has truly brought our team closer. 

PEP TALK 

Consequences can be a powerful tool in helping your family live in more harmony and have more 

fun playing together.  Reminding yourself and your kids that you are in charge is key.  And having 

a set system in place will unlock the door to more teaching and less yelling because everyone 

knows what the expectations are and everyone knows the consequences.  And they know that you 

will follow through with them.  Kids…especially strong-willed kids…need to know that when you 

draw the line, you’re not going to let the kids cross it.  That’s loving discipline…expectations with 

strong teaching and follow-through.  Always ask yourself: “What can I teach my child through 

this?” or “What life lesson can be learned because of this?”   

In setting up your consequences, be prayerful, be thoughtful, and be fair.  Invite your older kids to 

be involved in the process.  Don’t get too complicated.  Your goal is to focus more on the 

expectations, and not just spending all your time and energy issuing consequences. But if you give 

a consequence for your child’s actions, you must follow through.  You absolutely must do what 

you said you are going to do—especially since the consequence will be in place ahead of time.  

Your kids already know the consequence that should be coming.  They chose to do the behavior 

despite the consequence, and if there is no follow-through on your end, there will be no respect on 

their end. And the disrespectful behavior will continue.    

In setting up your expectations and consequences, try to give warnings first before any privilege 

or consequence is issued.  Give your kids a chance to try again and always encourage positive 

behaviors and good choices!  Remember to focus on the expectations more than the consequences. 

When you have clear expectations and consequences, you will have more time to spend focusing 

on loving, teaching and spending time with your team.  And when your kids know that you love 

them, they will be more likely to respect your authority.   

  



PRACTICE TIME 

How do you see having clear consequences in your home benefitting your team already? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are some clear, fair, and simple consequences you can implement right now? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY SPECIAL TIME 

Having a place to go is home. 

Having someone to love is family. 

Having both is a blessing. 

Donna Hedges 

Spend a few extra minutes before bedtime spending time together as a family.  A short book.  

A little show.  A quick card game.  A video game.  A snack or dessert.  Media time.  Do 

something simple to bring you all together to end your day on a positive note. 

Good teams get away from the game for a while.  They pause.  They take a little break together.  I 

attended many pool parties, pizza parties, and sleepovers when I was on various teams throughout 

my life.  Taking just a little time away from the expectations and demands of life to focus on your 

family is worth any amount of time it takes.   

We do something as a family every night.  I know that may seem overwhelming, but it’s not.  It’s 

only about 10-30 minutes depending on how late it is.  After dinner, it’s bath time, then pajama 

time, then our Family Special Time while the kids have some milk with a light snack.  I have a 

Special Time schedule on our refrigerator so the kids know what we’re doing every night.  It gives 

them something to look forward to, but they also know that they may not be able to be a part of it 

if they aren’t kind and respectful throughout the day.   

We love our Family Special Time.  It is an investment of our time but it’s a commitment to building 

our team family.  It’s a great way to end our day together relaxing and watching a show or playing 

a quick game of Uno while enjoying a small bedtime snack.    

To give you an example of what we do for our Family Special Time, here is our Special Time 

schedule from this past week: 

Monday:  Silly Night—we played charades.  We put a bunch of words in a cup and took turns 

acting out the word we picked to get our family to guess it. 

Tuesday:  Media Night—each child got to pick something they wanted to do involving media.  

Our youngest watched “something silly on daddy’s phone” so he just watched videos like Wheels 

on the Bus and Ten Little Monkeys.  Our middle child played games on our laptop, and our oldest 

played a game on our tablet.  They each got to play individually for a while which gave my husband 

and I demonstrate teamwork and clean up after dinner, sweep, vacuum, dust, and clean the 

bathroom.  Then we took five minutes with each child playing or watching whatever they were 



doing and then took them up to bed one at a time for reading time and talking time in bed.  It was 

a great time for getting the house straightened up for our family and spend one on one time with 

each child. 

Wednesday:  Atari Night—Yes, we have an Atari!  (You’re probably thinking “How old is this 

book?”) I never had one as a child and so we thought instead of getting one of the latest and greatest 

like a Wii or Xbox, we decided to go vintage.  The kids love the archaic games and this week, we 

all took turns playing and cheering each other on!  By the way, Space Invaders rock. 

Thursday:  Game Night—We picked out a board game and set the timer for 20 minutes and played 

a fun quick game of Suspend.   

Friday:  Movie Night—We all voted on a movie to watch together.  We snuggled up and enjoyed 

Trolls.   

Saturday:  Show Night—Each kid got to pick out a show they wanted to watch.  We set a timer 

for 10 minutes for each show.  

Sunday:  Story Night—We read a story as a whole family.  We pick out a couple of books that the 

whole family will enjoy and snuggle up and ready together.  Then they go to the bathroom, wash 

hands, and brush teeth and then get to have one-on-one time in bed reading any book they want 

with mommy or daddy.   

From week to week, the Family Special Times are pretty close to the same for each night of the 

week.  We tweak them here and there depending on what is going on.  If one of us is going to be 

gone, we pick something that’s easy for the other parent to do by themselves like media or a show. 

We are flexible and we always let the kids know that if can’t do something one night, we will do 

it another.  Family Special Times are something that our kids look forward to each night.  It’s 

precious to hear this exchange between our kids: 

“What’s for Special Time tonight?” one child asks. 

“It’s Silly Time.” another child responds. 

“Yay!” the first child reacts. 

This conversation tells me three things: 

1.  The kids are checking the schedule. 

2.  They are excited about having a Family Special Time each night. 

3.  They really do like Silly Time. 

PEP TALK 

Family Special Time isn’t always easy.  I’ll be real here…sometimes I just want them all to go to 

bed.  But every time we do spend a few minutes connecting in a positive way, I’m so glad we did 

it!  Don’t be overwhelmed and think you have to do something every night as a family to make a 

positive impact.  It’s my prayer that this suggestion opens your eyes to see times throughout your 

week where you can have special time as a family.  It may not be every night, but I hope find time 



more often.  I believe that any amount of time you spend with your family will make a positive 

impact.  Special time can create a very special bond for your team.  



PRACTICE TIME 

What excites you about having Special Time as a family? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What night this week does your schedule allow you to have some Family Special Time? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY MEETINGS 

In our togetherness…as a team…castles are built. 

Irish Proverb 

Hold a family meeting.  Whether it’s once a week, once a month, or as needed, gathering 

together for a team huddle can be an impactful way of teaching, learning, and growing 

together.     

In sports, a time-out has a totally different meaning than it does in our homes.  A time-out is good.  

A time-out allows the team to huddle together to talk about the game.  It allows the coach to share 

strategies and plays to win the game.  It allows the coach to encourage his team and share wisdom 

on how to move forward.  A time-out is a moment to gather as a team to teach.  Families should 

take a time-out too with a family meeting. 

Our family meetings used to be more “as needed” but now that our kids are getting older, we find 

that having more regular meetings are really helpful.  Oh sure, we still have the “Ok, that’s it! 

Family Meeting…RIGHT NOW” moments, but it’s also nice to have a set time and place to meet 

each week to discuss our family.    

We tried to hold our family meetings at dinner, but we found that they were kind of downers during 

mealtimes—especially when we had some tough issues to discuss.  We’ve decided to hold them 

after dinner every Monday night right before our Family Special Time.  That way, even if we were 

a little down at the family meeting, we would follow it up with some special fun and connection 

time.   

What do we discuss at our meetings?  Whatever we need to!  Attitudes around the house, backtalk, 

bedtimes, school stuff, respect, kindness, love, fun activities coming up, items on our calendar, 

etc.  We remind our kids of our family’s expectations as well as our consequences.  We may say 

“Here’s what we’re seeing and here’s what needs to change.”  Or after a great week together, we 

may say “Thank you for a great week.  We appreciate you.”   

I even keep a Leeb Family Meeting agenda on the fridge so anyone can write down items to discuss 

for our upcoming family meeting.     

Some of the topics on this week’s agenda: 

 Helpfulness 

 Not being a parent if you are a kid 



 Less complaining 

 Acknowledging directions and practice saying “Okay” 

 Getting upset about things you don’t need to get upset about 

It’s our hope that through our weekly family meetings, we can be more proactive and address some 

behaviors before they start.  We hope to create a safe space to talk and share.  We hope to establish 

our meetings as a time to figure out ways we can improve as a family and decide what steps we 

can take in order to improve.  More importantly, we hope that they can be a time for us to share 

that we love our kids no matter what and that there is nothing that they can do that will ever stop 

us from loving them.  

PEP TALK 

Sometimes families just need a time-out to talk and refocus.  Family Meetings can be a time of 

growing.  They can be a time of teaching.  You can even role-play for your kids to show them 

what to do and what not to do in certain situations in life—our kids love it when we do that!    You 

could even take turns saying one encouraging thing about each person in your family.  No matter 

what you do, take time to connect, talk, share, encourage and teach your team!  Taking time to talk 

about good stuff as well as the tough stuff is what family is about.  Families should flow well and 

love well, and if that’s not happening then something needs to change and a family meeting is a 

great time to make those changes together…as a team.     

  



PRACTICE TIME 

If you called a family meeting right now, what would be the first item on your agenda? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Would your family benefit from a weekly family meeting? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY TEAMWORK 

Coming together is a beginning.  Keeping together is progress. 

Working together is success. 

Henry Ford 

Do all things together as a team. Use teamwork to clean up messes around the house, to do 

yardwork outside, to solve problems, or to make decisions. Come together as a team anytime 

you can. 

Good teams become great teams when they learn the art of teamwork—effectively and efficiently 

working together towards a common goal…encouraging one other and helping one another.  Great 

teams know that it’s not just about having fun.  It’s also about hard work.  As soon as individual 

players start to only focus on themselves, the team starts to crumble.  As the old saying goes… 

“There’s no ‘I’ in team.”  A powerful skill families need to learn is teamwork. 

In our house, we have a vision of helpfulness.  One where we all just help each other out.  So even 

if one of our kids didn’t make the mess, we are a family…we are a team…so anyone can always 

pitch in and be helpful to clean up the mess. 

This idea started with a little thing I call my “Helpful Experiment”.  I didn’t want to nag.  I didn’t 

want to make a chore chart (yet).  Was it too much to ask that my kids just did things just to be 

helpful?   

I decided to see if I could create a team spirit in my home where we were all just helpful for the 

sake of being helpful.  In order to make this change, this shift in hearts, I needed to be the one to 

set the example and so I did.   

It started with me just using the word “helpful” more often and being more helpful more often.   

 I’m going to be helpful and clean up your room. 

 I’m going to be helpful and put your shoes in your cubby. 

 I’m going to be helpful and clean up this mess for you.   

 Thanks for being helpful. 

 Wow.  That was so helpful when you took your plate to the sink without being asked.   



Helpful, helpful, helpful was my word and actions for weeks.  And teamwork, teamwork, 

teamwork was used and demonstrated all the time!  Rather quickly, they started to catch on.  Soon, 

I noticed a change, a shift in attitude and a new sense of teamwork and helpfulness.  Plates were 

being taken to the sink – just to be helpful.  Tables were getting set – just to be helpful.  Family 

rooms were being cleaned up – just to be helpful.    

It was exciting to see that The Helpful Experiment was working, and developing that sense of 

ownership around our home was powerful.  Not that we aren’t ever met with complaints or protests, 

but those complaints are always met with “We are a team.  We play together.  We work together.  

We help each other out.  That’s what family is all about!” 

We are the Leebs.  We are helpful.  We are a team! 

We rake leaves together.  We clean up the back yard together.  We organize our toys together.  We 

do fun things together.  We do hard work together…whether we like it or not!  We make the best 

of it and work as a team to get the job done. 

PEP TALK 

Helpfulness starts with you.  I believe that any positive change that we want to see in our homes 

has to start with us first.  If we want to see more respect, we need to be more respectful.  If we 

want to see more kindness, we need to be more kind.  And if we want our kids to be more helpful, 

we need to be more helpful.   

The more that you create a helpful spirit in your home, the more your kids will follow your lead.  

Everything starts with you.  (No pressure or anything!)  Working as a team starts with the coach 

teaching them and showing them what that skill looks like.  You can train your kids to develop 

more of a teamwork approach to life if you remind them every day that you are a team and that 

you must work together to get through the tough things in life so you can have more time for the 

fun things in life.     

  



PRACTICE TIME 

In what ways could your family improve on being more helpful? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

If you started being more helpful, do you think your kids would follow your lead?  Try it. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  



Geese rely on teamwork to survive.  When geese fly together in a V-formation, 

each goose provides additional lift and reduces air resistance for the goose flying 

behind it.  When a goose drops out of the V-formation it quickly discovers that it 

requires a great deal more effort and energy to fly and quickly gets back to the V.  

When the lead goose gets tired, it drops out of the front position and moves to the 

rear of the formation, where the resistance is lightest, and another goose moves to 

the leadership position.  When they fly together, they honk at each other.  Some 

believe that they are actually encouraging each other during the long flight. 

Scientists also discovered that when one goose becomes ill, is shot or injured, and 

drops out of the formation, two other geese will fall out of formation and remain 

with the weakened goose.  They will stay with and protect the injured goose from 

predators until it is able to fly again or dies.7  

When families work together harmoniously on teams, sharing common values 

and a common destination, they all arrive at the destination quicker and 

easier, because they are lifted up by the energy and enthusiasm of one 

another. 



 

 

PLAYING 
 

You can discover more about a person in 

an hour of play 

than in a year of conversation. 

Plato   
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FAMILY GAME NIGHTS 

Families that play together, stay together. 

Make family game night a priority!  Put “Family Game Night” on your calendar once a week 

or at least once a month!   Play.  Laugh.  Compete.  Lose.  Win.  Have fun together. 

 

The life lessons that kids can learn from sports are powerful—teamwork, taking turns, winning 

humbly, losing gracefully, and enjoying the game.  All of these lessons can be learned from having 

a family game night too.   

I have to be honest here and share that when we first started doing family game nights, I did not 

enjoy myself at all.  It was difficult to have fun sometimes because there was so much fighting or 

whining or way, way, way too much silliness.  It’s loud…and I just don’t like loud!  Plus, someone 

had to lose or be losing so it was less about having fun as a family and more about teaching about 

life.  So much of our time was teaching our kids how to be a good sport and how not to point and 

laugh and say “Ha! In your face, sucker!”  Oh wait, that was my bad.  My husband had to correct 

me on that one.  Hehe.    

I found family game nights to be quite exhausting and wondered if they were worth my effort.  But 

I realized how many life skills I was able to teach my kids so we kept doing it.  Plus, we were 

creating memories for our kids too.  At least they were having fun…for the most part.   

Now that the kids are older and we’ve established positive expectations and they’ve grown in their 

abilities to win and lose, game nights have become more fun.  I actually laugh and enjoy my time 

as a family, but it certainly didn’t start that way.  

Some of the games we like to play so far are: 

 Spot It 

 Uno 

 War 

 Suspend 

 Chutes and Ladders 

 Candy Land 



 Twister 

 Don’t Break the Ice 

 Googly Eyes (our newest favorite--the kids LOVE this—we laugh so hard) 

  



PEP TALK 

Your family game nights may be awesome or awful.  If they are awful, give them time.  Seriously, 

it’s exhausting to teach all the time, but that’s our job as parents.  I think you will be surprised at 

how many opportunities you will have to talk to your kids about life.  If you stick to it and keep 

teaching, eventually your kids will get it and you will be able to have more fun.  Focus more on 

the importance of being together as a family than on winning or losing—although kids need to 

learn to do both well.  Family game nights can really create some positive bonding for your team.   

  



PRACTICE TIME 

How will having a regular family game night benefit your family? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are your favorite games you could play with your family? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY SILLY TIME 

Most of us don’t need a psychiatric therapist 

as much as a friend family to be silly with. 

Robert Brault 

Be silly with your family.  Take time to purposely be goofy and giggly.  Do wacky and weird 

things.  Laugh and be totally ludicrous. Run around and do ridiculous things together.  Have 

fun and be foolish.   

 

Professional baseball players have a tough schedule and the rules of baseball are pretty strict, but 

that doesn’t stop the players from taking some time to have fun.  Players have been known to dance 

or sing in the dugout, play pranks on each other in the locker room, or even throw pies in each 

other’s faces along with a cooler full of Gatorade.8  Obviously teams need to focus and play hard, 

but it’s refreshing to know that they also take time to be silly together too.  Families could learn a 

lesson from this.   

I’ll be honest.  I tend to be the more serious one in the family.  I don’t know if it’s a “mom thing” 

or just a personality thing, but I am the one always saying “Kids, please stop or someone is going 

to get hurt.”  Or “Slow down.”  Or “Don’t run in opposite directions or you’ll crash into each 

other.”  I’m more cautious and telling everyone to just “calm down.”   

But since we added silly time to our Family Special Time at night, I’ve learned to just let go and 

be silly!  My team has helped me grow in the area of silliness, and I’ve learned to love being more 

silly with them.  I’ve also seen my kids grow in confidence because we allow them time to act 

crazy.  I love that our home is a safe space for our kids to just be themselves any day, but especially 

during the times where we allow their silly sides to come out.   

I can’t decide what has been our family’s favorite silly time so far.  I loved the night that we sat 

around our kitchen table in our pajamas and made silly faces at each other.  With 30 seconds on 

the clock, we all take turns trying to make each other laugh.  It was hilarious!  We’ve also had a 

family dance party to some Truck Tunes--singing, dancing and being silly.  We also play charades, 

hide and seek, or even just run around the house chasing each other and scream like monsters.   

Another silly time together was after I had such a bad week.  I was in a terrible mood, but we 

decided to do a family pillow fight and tickle fight.  I'm not kidding you…it was a blast.  We had 

to lay some specific ground rules of not hitting on the head—because that can cause some serious 



damage to the neck, but after that, we all ran around and hit and tickled each other.  And I was able 

to release some of my anger and aggression in a fun and positive way.  It really was surprising at 

how much I loved hitting the kids and my husband with pillows and they just laughed and laughed.  

It was awesome, and my mood was instantly better.   

As a team, we act silly together and celebrate our uniqueness and weirdness together…talk about 

bonding.   

PEP TALK 

Could your team use a little fun?  Parenting doesn’t have to be serious all the time.  Being silly 

together is a great way to bond and to create lasting memories that your kids will never forget.  

Laughing together bonds you and can bring down walls of division like nothing else. Laughing 

with each other unites your team in a harmonious moment in time that will truly be music to your 

ears.  Just looking at the smiles and listening to the giggles of your family will bring joy to your 

soul.  It’s amazing what happens when you let your kids be silly just for the fun of being silly.    



PRACTICE TIME 

Would you say your family was more silly or serious or a combination of both? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What kind of silly time activities could your family do together? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY GIFTS 

You don’t choose your family. 

They are God’s gift to you as you are to them. 

Desmond Tutu 

Give gifts that are meaningful to your whole family.  Gifts that are meant for you to share 

and enjoy together can help you bond together.  Give gifts that are meant to be fun for your 

whole family. 

 

What if a basketball team never got a new ball to play with?  Or better yet, no ball at all?  When 

teams have the right equipment for the game they want to play, then they can actually play the 

game together.  With our families, it’s important that we have “equipment” that we can use to play 

together too.   

At Christmas, our kids love it when Santa leaves a gift to the whole Leeb Family.  It’s usually a 

board game or an electronic device, but it’s always something that we enjoy together.  We also 

appreciate it when he leaves certificates for family outings like a bowling night or skating night 

too.   

At the beginning of the summer, we gave a family gift---each family member got their own squirt 

gun so we could have a blast with a big family squirt gun fight.  To this day, our family squirt gun 

fight remains at the top of the list of best fun family moments ever.  

We want our kids to value our time as a family along with enjoying the gift.  We want them to see 

that family gifts are awesome because they are two gifts in one:  “It’s a game, but we also get to 

spend time and have fun as a family.” 

Again, we are emphasizing the word “family” and placing value on spending time together with 

our team. 

PEP TALK 

Giving gifts for the whole family to use sends the message that being together is important and 

having fun together is important.  Simple gifts meant for your family to use together can equip 

your team to have even more fun together.  It’s not always about the gift, but what the gift 

represents.  Remember to focus more on the time spent together rather than the gift itself.    



PRACTICE TIME 

What is one fun gift you could give for your whole family to use together at home? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What is one gift you could give for your whole family to do together outside of your home? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY SPORTS 

When you’re part of a team, you stand up for your teammates. 

Your loyalty is to them.  You protect them through good and bad, because 

they would do the same for you. 

Yogi Berra 

Follow a sport or sports team together.  Watch games.  Wear shirts and hats.  Yell.  High 

five.  Talk strategy.  Get excited.  Jump up and down.  Lose together.  Win together.  Be 

together. 

Nothing brings people together like sports can.  The bond that is shared when people are cheering 

for the same team is just indescribable.  Sports can bring strangers together.  Sports can bring your 

family together too. 

My husband had been a Cubs fan for 43 years when he finally saw what he had been dreaming 

about ever since he was a little boy playing catch with his dad in the back yard…to finally see the 

Cubs win a World Series.  It was a priceless moment for him and his family.  He even got to watch 

Game 7.  That heart-pounding, roller-coaster ride of emotions, enough already, let’s do this 

Cubbies, Game 7—with his 85 year old dad, his brother, his mom, and our oldest son.  It was 

priceless.   

But throughout the entire series---from the National League Series to the World Series games, our 

whole family was involved.  We were wearing our Cubs attire every day.  We were watching as 

many games as we could.  We would also spontaneously bust out a rendition of “Go, Cubs, Go!”  

or “Take Me Out to the Ballgame” in the car together.   

We were all excited talking about the games--when they were going to be on and where we were 

going to be to watch them.  Then the next day, we would always discuss the games and any 

significant or exciting plays.  Of course, our oldest didn’t miss one game.  He watched every play-

off game and every World Series game with his daddy.  How memorable!  And he still watches 

the recordings of the games over and over and we talk about them passionately…especially Game 

7.  It’s bonding.  It’s what sports does. 

It’s our vision that our family will always watch Cubs games together—even if they never win 

another World Series again.   

  



PEP TALK 

Even if you hate sports, learn to at least appreciate it for your family.  Even if you know nothing 

about sports, pick a game and learn about it together.  Baseball, basketball, football, hockey, 

volleyball, Nascar racing, chess, bowling, anything.  Pick a sport and follow a certain team 

together. I guarantee, you’ll be jumping up and down, pulling your hair out in no time wondering 

why you care so much that someone hits a ball with a stick and runs around the bases!  That’s 

exactly what happened to me.  Getting team spirit going in your home can be as simple as cheering 

for the same team together.   

    



PRACTICE TIME 

Does your family have a favorite sport or sports team? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

How can you get your family more involved in a sport or sports team together? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY FUN SURPRISES 

Surprises are beautiful because they come without waiting. 

Anonymous 

Surprise your kids with Family Fun Surprises.  Don’t tell them in advance.  Surprise them 

with little things and big things so they just never know what to expect. 

One of the most exciting things about sports is the unexpected.  Stealing home base, making a half-

court shot, doing a behind the back pass, or even having a runner come from behind to win a race.  

Surprises can keep your family on their toes…never knowing what thoughtful or unexpected thing 

you will do next. 

Our kids love our Family Fun Surprises.  And honestly, we’ve learned that with most things, it’s 

more fun to surprise them.  That way, if our plans don’t work out, we can always try to do it another 

day and they are none the wiser.   

We love to say, “It’s Family Fun Surprise time.”  And they love to try to guess what it’s going to 

be.  My husband and I just smile listening to them talking.  They are bonding over what we’re 

going to be doing or, if we are going somewhere, they discuss where they think we’ll be going.  

It’s so fun.  The best part is that they know that no matter what, we are going to be together and 

doing something fun as a family. 

Here are some ideas for Family Fun Surprises: 

 Decorate the house together:  I know this doesn’t sound fun, but it was!  We got out 

construction paper and string and said “We’re going to decorate the house for fall.  Go!”  

They were cutting out leaves, footballs, spiders, bats, pumpkins, trees, etc.  Then they got 

to hang them up wherever they wanted.  We listened to music and had snacks.  

 Carve a pumpkin 

 Go to a pumpkin patch 

 Go to an apple orchard 

 Let the kids pick out a new apple at the store:  Take the kids to the store and let them pick 

out a special apple to try.  Get some caramel dip, peanuts to chop, crushed toffee, etc.  

Come home and cut up the apples together.  Let the kids try each other’s apples and the 

caramel with all the toppings and watch a special show together. 



 Take a hike 

 Have a leaf fight 

 Go to a new park 

 Go out for ice cream 

 Water balloon fight 

 Squirt gun fight 

 Camp out 

 Catch fireflies (gently) and make smore’s 

 Go to a museum 

 Go to a nature center 

 Go on a picnic—outside or right on your family room floor. 

 Make an ice cream bar at home:  Go on an outing to the store and let them pick out their 

own flavor and toppings.  Make a spread and let them build their own.  Watch their portions 

though.  Don’t let them take too much or bedtimes will be challenging. 

 Hot chocolate and Christmas lights:  go get some hot chocolate and drive around looking 

at Christmas lights 

 Go to the pool 

 Spend the night at a local hotel 

 Go play a sport together: kickball, baseball, Frisbee, football, soccer, tennis, basketball, 

etc. 

 Snowball fight 

 Decorate for Christmas 

 Pick out a Christmas tree 

 Go see Santa 

 Go bowling 

 Go play miniature golf 

 Go to the movie theater 

 Go out to dinner 



 Family Photo Night:  Give your kids paper, markers, paints or whatever you want and 

challenge your kids to create a family portrait.  Put up a divider or a tall book to hide each 

of your creations.  When you’re done, show them to each other and laugh. 

 Movie in the car:  We just packed up some snacks and blankets and put on everyone’s 

pajamas and got in the car to watch a movie on the go. 

 Go to the mall:  walk around, people watch, eat dinner, and give the kids $5 to pick 

something out at a candy store or something.   

 Go to a sporting event 

 Family game night 

 Bake cookies 

 Go out for breakfast 

 Go out for lunch 

PEP TALK 

Kids aren’t complicated and don’t need complicated things.  They are actually quite simple and 

their needs aren’t too difficult to figure out.  More than anything, they need YOU-your time, your 

energy, your thoughtfulness.  Taking time to find little ways to surprise your kids can be as simple 

as asking them all to get in the car after dinner time and taking them out for ice cream.  Or packing 

everyone up for a quick day-trip to the nearest big city.  Investing in your family and taking time 

to do unexpected surprises can truly benefit your team.  Our kids still talk about the time we took 

them to look at Christmas lights and get ice cream in the middle of a winter snow.  It was one of 

the most simple and yet most magical evenings.   



PRACTICE TIME 

What excites you about doing the Family Fun Surprises? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What Family Fun Surprises do you think your family will enjoy the most? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY VACATIONS 

Traveling in the company of those we love is home in motion. 

Leigh Hunt 

Take a family vacation every year without fail.  Get on the road and go 

somewhere…anywhere together.  Make it a priority.  Make memories.  Create “remember 

that time when” moments for your kids to reflect on. 

 

I’ll never forget when I was in 7th grade and our band took a trip to Ruby Falls in Chattanooga, 

Tennessee.  We didn’t have a performance.  We didn’t even bring our instruments.  It was just a 

time for our band, our team, to get away and have fun together.   A family vacation can be just 

what your family needs to draw closer and have fun together too.  

Our family vacations are not the typical family vacations.  One—we have three kids.  Two—our 

three kids are young.  Three—who has that kind of money?  And four—who wants that headache 

every single year? 

All of our family vacations so far have been just one night away.  That’s right.  Just one night away 

and it’s our family vacation.  Our kids don’t know any different.  We don’t need to do anything 

fancy or expensive.  We call it a family vacation and so that’s what it is to them.  We could drive 

for an hour and take them out for ice cream and go for a walk in the woods and Voila—it’s a family 

vacation.   

One year, we went to see family in Wisconsin, spent the night, went to the zoo, grabbed dinner 

and ice cream and headed home.  Another year, we went to Chicago.  We went to the Art Institute, 

spent the night, went to the beach, to the zoo, out for pizza and cupcakes and called it a day…I 

mean, a vacation.  And back home we went.   

Our kids still talk about “that time when we went to the beach” and “that time we got pizza and 

ate cupcakes.”  We want our kids to have family memories that aren’t elaborate or expensive but 

just simple and fun.  The most important thing is that we get away together and see and experience 

new things together.   

PEP TALK 

Money can be tight, but family vacations don’t have to break you.  There are a lot of free things 

you can do.  Research free events or places that don’t have an admission charge and get going.  

Don’t make any more excuses for not going on a family vacation.  Get out there together and see 



things together.  Take a break from the daily “game” and go play together just for the sake of 

spending time together and building camaraderie amongst your team.  Explore together and enjoy 

the world together. 

  



PRACTICE TIME 

What is your greatest hesitation about going on a family vacation every year? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

If you could choose one place to go on a family vacation day-trip, where would you want to go? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

  



 

Bees are a strong team.  Each bee has their pre-determined role and 

responsibilities: The queen lays eggs, the worker bees build the hive and provide 

food, and the drones are there to make sure that the hive keeps on growing. These 

stable roles make sure that every bee knows exactly what they have to do and 

where they have to be at each moment. The jobs complement each other perfectly, 

and each job plays a vital part in strengthening and growing the hive. 

Bees understand that they can only ensure the survival of the colony if they work 

together. Failure to do so can be fatal for the whole hive.9 

 

When we work together, play together, and know the vison for our family, we 

can all contribute to its success. 

  



 

 

 

 

CONNECTING 
 

Make connecting with others a daily priority. 

John Maxwell 
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FAMILY CALENDAR 

Spend time with those you love.  One of these days you will either say: 

“I wish I had,” or “I’m so glad I did.” 

Zig Ziglar 

Keep a family calendar to write all of your family’s appointments and activities but more 

importantly, keep this calendar to write intentional, scheduled, quality family time too.   

When you’re on a team, you get a schedule with all the practices and games on it.  Everyone on 

the team knows when they need to show up and be present for their team, but what if a basketball 

team had fishing on their schedule more than practicing basketball?  Or worse, what if each 

member of the team went off and did their own thing? One went to ballet.  One went to trombone 

lessons and one went to archery practice, and rarely spent time together, played together, or 

practiced together as a basketball team?  Would they be a very cohesive team?  No. Families will 

find it more difficult to be cohesive if they don’t spend very much time together too.   

Just like sports teams, families need a schedule too.  Not just for activities outside of the home, but 

they need to have a schedule for intentionally spending time together so they can practice being a 

family.   

I’m pretty extreme when it comes to kids’ activities—meaning…I extremely hate them.  If it were 

up to me, my kids would be in no activities whatsoever until they were ten, but when my oldest 

was almost eight, my husband talked me in to letting him play little league baseball.   

I admit that I did enjoy watching him play, but the schedule was awful.  There were way too many 

practices, and the practice times were way too inconvenient.  We had to rush through our family 

dinner time and then he would get back so late that he would miss family time at night.  I really, 

really hated it.  And I wondered how the heck families did this with multiple kids in multiple 

activities?? 

I was so glad that I had a white board calendar up in our mud room with all the practices and games 

for our whole family to see.  Plus, it was helpful to sit down as a family at the first of each week 

and talk through our schedule together so we all knew what was going on and on what days.  I 

didn’t enjoy the extra busyness but having a family calendar was definitely helpful.   

The silver lining with this new activity was that we didn’t let our packed schedule push out putting 

family time on our schedule.  No way.  Family time is more important than any activity that my 



child will ever be in.  And family time will always take priority over anything that any sport can 

offer, and I want my kids to know that.   

I’m not raising my kids to be basketball players or ballerinas.  I’m raising them to be husbands and 

wives, moms and dads, employers and employees…loving, giving, caring, empathetic, 

compassionate, helpful, assertive citizens in this world.  I want them grow up to be kind human 

beings who value their family, who serve their community, and who love God.  So, I don’t have a 

lot of time to waste in time-consuming activities that take time away from this very important 

focus—especially when they are young.  There will be plenty of time for activities when they get 

older.  That’s just me though.  I believe that they will gain more about life and how to function in 

a family spending time with family instead of standing around on a soccer field.   

In our family, we learn about life together as we do life together.  When we’re not running around 

from activity to activity, we have more opportunities to teach about the really important things that 

our kids need to learn. 

While playing together…we teach how to share and take turns, how to include others, how to clean 

up our messes. 

While praying together…we teach how to rely on God in times of joy and sorrow.  We demonstrate 

that no matter how alone we may feel, God is always with us.   

While arguing together…we teach how to speak respectfully, how to be assertive and speak our 

minds in a way that respects ourselves and the other person.  We teach anger-management 

strategies and respecting each other’s space as well as each other’s opinions.   

While being real together…we teach them to be confident in who they are and not to be afraid to 

be themselves—especially in front of the people who are going to love them the most no matter 

what.   

While having fun and being silly with each other…we teach them to find joy in the little things 

and learn how to make the best out of any situation.  We teach them to laugh at themselves and 

enjoy the goofy side to life.   

While talking to each other…we teach about relationship dynamics, friendships, marriage, family, 

love, kindness.  We take the time to really get to know the ones that God brought together for us 

to live life together.   

While making mistakes together…we teach that no one is perfect. EVERYONE makes mistakes.  

We talk about how they can learn from that mistake, say sorry, and try again next time.  We also 

teach about forgiveness and how important it is to be understanding and give grace.   

While working together…we teach about teamwork and responsibility.  We teach about 

organization and follow-through as well as honesty and integrity.   

It’s exhausting sometimes because we are together A LOT, but we believe that this time is truly 

priceless.  We will never get it back.  This precious time that we spend together allows us to work 

as a team more often which brings more love and unity into our home.   

  



PEP TALK 

Please don’t let your calendar be ruled by kids’ activities or really any activities outside the home 

if possible.  Write down all of your activities so they will be well-communicated to your team, but 

don’t let them take precedence over your family time.  Write family time on your calendar as much 

as you possibly can.  If too many activities are in your way, cross them off and don’t feel badly 

about it.  Your family is your top priority.   

We are called to be all that God created us to be and more importantly, we are called to raise kids 

to be all that God created them to be.  And I know that some families rock the scheduled activities 

and still manage to have great family time, but I want you to hear my heart loud and clear:  do not 

let society pressure you into doing too many activities.  Do not.  My daughter is five and has never 

been in one activity in her entire life, and yet she is creative, loves to color, enjoys dancing, and 

sings songs around the house.  She is helpful and kind and assertive and is a great team player 

already.  All that from family life.  Not from one single activity…not one. 

I do admit that I am a little extreme in that I am opposed to any activities, but please don’t go to 

the opposite extreme and put your child in every activity, camp, class, or gathering listed in the 

catalog.  Find a balance that works for your family and don’t let any activity take priority over 

your family life.   

An activity or two can be fun for your kids and can be beneficial to teaching about teamwork and 

sportsmanship, but so can spending time as a family.   

  



PRACTICE TIME 

What are some unnecessary, too time-consuming activities that you can cross off your calendar 

right now? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Besides a family movie night, what is one other family activity that you could do each week or 

each month?  Write it on your calendar right now. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY TRADITIONS 

It is in a home and with a family that values are usually acquired, traditions are fostered, and 

commitments to others are established.  There are really no adequate substitutes for home and 

family. 

James E. Faust 

Begin a new family tradition--one that only you and your family does together.  One that 

your kids will treasure because only your family does it.   

At the end of every Cub’s game whether they win or lose, the entire crowd sings “Go Cubs Go!”  

It’s tradition.  Just as it is to sing “Take Me Out to the Ballgame” at the seventh inning stretch.   

Or how about this tradition…the Milwaukee Brewers has the Famous Racing Sausages.  Oh! My 

husband laughs so hard at this one—really-he goes into hysterics at any human dressed in a giant 

head costume running!  The Famous Racing Sausages was simply something fun they started to 

entertain the children at the games that exploded into something that many flock to see as well as 

buy their merchandise including bobbleheads, t-shirts, dolls, pins, etc.  It’s a very well-loved 

tradition at Miller Park.10  Having fun traditions at a ball park can truly unite fans.  Having fun 

traditions in your home can truly unite your family. 

Ok.  I’m going to tell you our family tradition that we started when my oldest was only three.  

Now, you can’t use this as your own family tradition…you’ve got to make up your own, but the 

reason that I’m sharing ours with you is to encourage you to think up something so weird and 

wacky that your kids will say one day:  “Can you believe that our family did this together?”   

Seriously, we know that our kids will ask themselves that exact question one of these days about 

many things we have done or will do as a family, but especially when they reflect on our New 

Year’s Coconut Games.  And no, we don’t live in some tropical location where having the Coconut 

Games would actually make sense.  We live in central Illinois where on New Year’s it is the dead 

of winter, freezing cold, icy, snowy, and absolutely frigid.  So, why the Coconut Games? 

I’m so glad you asked.  When my oldest was only three, he inquired about a coconut.  It was New 

Year’s Day and we decided to go and get a coconut right then and there to show it to him.  We 

cracked it open and tried it and taught him a little about coconuts.  And we thought, “Hey, this 

could be a Leeb Family Tradition.”  And it grew from there.   

We moved the coconut buying to New Year’s Eve and we added some Coconut Games which 

includes:  



 Spin the Coconut—we all sit in a circle and spin the coconut.  Whoever the coconut lands 

on has to do something “nutty”.   

 Coconut Bowling—we set up some tall blocks and take turns rolling the coconut to knock 

them over. 

 Coconut Relay—we take turns running around the loop in our house passing the coconut 

to the next person in line.  We time ourselves.  Then we do it again and try to beat our 

previous time.   

It’s great fun.  By far, the Coconut Relay is my favorite.  I foresee us taking it to the next level 

when the kids get older by running around the block.  Yes, we will be that weird family running 

around the block holding a coconut in the dead of winter…cheering each other on to a coconut 

victory.   

Yep.  That’s the point.  Doing something that no other family does and creating a unique tradition 

that brings your family together.   

Then on New Year’s Day, we crack open the coconut and make a Leeb family dessert out of it. 

PEP TALK 

Your family tradition doesn’t have to be weird.  It can be anything you want it to be.  I highly 

recommend that it’s something that your family knows that only your family does.  That’s the only 

requirement.  Try to create a tradition that is truly unique to your family.  Be creative and have fun 

with this one.  Your new family tradition can be around the holidays or it could be just a first 

Tuesday of the month thing. Or it could be something you do every summer or something you do 

on the first day it snows or on every rainy day.  Traditions are special and can bring a bond not 

only to your own family, but your kids may carry on any traditions to their families too.  I hope 

that the New Year’s Coconut lives on!  



PRACTICE TIME 

What is one family tradition you already do? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What’s a new family tradition you could start?  Brainstorm some crazy ideas… 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  
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FAMILY PHOTOS 

Family photos literally capture one second of your life. 

But being able to look back at that family photo and the memories you 

shared can capture happiness in your heart for a lifetime. 

Get your family photos taken every year.  Coordinate your clothes.  Pose for pictures.  Put 

on those fake smiles.  Capture the moments of growth and change through the years.  

From little league to the Major League…from the chess team to the cheerleading team and from 

the math team to the marching band, teams take photos.  And they do it every year.  Families need 

to take photos of their team every year too.   

I feel so blessed to have a professional photographer as a husband, but that doesn’t mean I love 

family photo sessions. Sure, I love that they’re free (I hate spending money), but they are a pain in 

the pajama bottoms.  Seriously, they are awful…trying to get everyone to smile and look at the 

camera.  Trying to get everyone to sit still and stop being silly.  And even before that, trying to 

coordinate what everyone is going to wear and the time and the place and the weather…UGH! 

There are so many reasons to detest doing family photos, but it’s so worth it.  It’s like our team 

photo.  It’s our opportunity to capture the ages and stages of our children throughout the years and 

how they’ve grown and changed over time.  The cute moments…the awkward moments…the 

grumpy moments (yes, I do love the imperfect pictures of our team the best).  My favorite memory 

of one of our family photos sessions so far is when our three year old became a limp noodle when 

we were trying to get him to smile at the camera.  Yep, he just flopped over like a wet mop and 

hung over the side of my arms refusing to look at the camera.  It was frustrating and funny all at 

the same time.  I had my husband save those photos because those are the real moments of the life 

of our family team.  And plus, we can use those photos on his wedding day to laugh about how he 

was when he was three.  In fact, we have a lot of stories to tell his wife someday.   

It’s not easy, but we are glad that we have made the effort every year to take our team photo. 

PEP TALK 

Family photos don’t have to be professional.  You could ask a friend to take your pictures for you.  

You don’t have to buy new outfits either.   I never have.  I just start with my daughter’s outfit and 

then coordinate the others from there with what we already have.  They don’t have to be perfect 

either.  In fact, my favorite photos are the ones that reflect our true family moments—crazy and 

chaotic.  Pick a season and take your family photos every year.  Capture your team in action.  You 

will never regret the effort that it takes because you’ll love the memories that it makes.    



PRACTICE TIME 

How do you feel about taking family photos? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What would motivate you to have your family photos taken every year? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY MOVIE NIGHTS 

Time spent with family is worth every second. 

Anonymous 

Pick a day each week for a family movie night.  Write it on the calendar.  Talk about it 

throughout the week.  Get excited about it.  Then, snuggle up.  Pop some popcorn and watch 

a good movie together. 

 

In the World Series of 2016 between the Chicago Cubs and the Cleveland Indians, the Cubs were 

down to the Indians 3-2 in the series.  Before game six, they could have gone to Cleveland early 

to practice, but the manager did something shocking.  Instead of forcing the extra practice time 

onto his players, he requested that they go home and spend time with their families.  They ended 

up winning game six and game seven which meant that they ended up winning the World Series 

for the first time in 108 years!11  It was amazing—especially for our Cubs fan family.  Letting his 

team be with their family team recharged their batteries and I’m choosing to believe it gave them 

the extra advantage and endurance they needed to win.  Our family needs us to step away from the 

grind of life with work, activities, and busyness and shift our focus to spending time with them.   

Every Friday night is our Leeb Family Movie Night.  We all look forward to it.  Our kids are still 

young, so we are taking advantage of this time when they still want to spend time with us on a 

Friday night.  We are using this time as an opportunity for fun, good conversations, as well as 

building traditions that are simple and easy to do.   

Every Friday afternoon in anticipation of our movie night, the kids look through the movies and 

we all vote on what we want to watch together.  Our favorite time of year is watching all the 

Christmas classics together like Frosty the Snowman, Rudolph, and How the Grinch Stole 

Christmas.  But we have enjoyed so many other movies together too.  Every. Friday. Night.     

If we can’t do it on a Friday night, we move it to another night, but every week, we gather for a 

simple dinner and watch our movie.  We pause for pajamas or a bath and then the kids love that 

they get to pick out a special treat.  Is it crazy that we have their Halloween buckets all year long?  

Well, we do.  And they look forward to picking out a little treat and finishing the rest of the movie 

snuggled up in our family room.  

Another way to use a movie to bond with our family is with Individual Movie Nights.  Every few 

months or so, we set aside time for each child to stay up with us while the others go to bed.  Our 

kids love it when it’s “their movie night.”  Don’t worry.  Our other kids don’t feel deprived in any 



way.  They have been taught to respect each other’s time with us because they know they will get 

their own time with us too.  The other kids are allowed to have a sleepover together.  They get to 

stay up and play games or the tablet in one of their rooms.  The movie-night child gets to stay up 

with just us, pick whatever movie they want (as long as it’s appropriate for their age), pop popcorn, 

eat treats, and they get to snuggle with us and watch the whole movie all by themselves.  Oh my.  

Their love tank is full on this night! Then another night, it’s the next child’s turn.   

PEP TALK 

Having a weekly, or even a monthly, movie night is really one of the easiest ways to bond with 

your family.  Adding a movie night to your schedule should be pretty simple to do and I hope that 

you and your family find this to be a great family tradition.  I can’t tell you how many times we’ve 

been able to talk about kindness and choices and respect just from watching a movie.  Movies can 

lend themselves to some great dialogue about life with your family. 

As for the Individual Movie Night, I’m sure you can see the advantages there.  Focusing time on 

each member of the team can be very powerful.  When each member of the team feels loved, isn’t 

the rest of the team stronger?    



PRACTICE TIME 

What night this week could you have a family movie night? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What is one kids’ movie you would want to watch with your family? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY BEDTIME 

Bedtime is a beautiful opportunity for connection, 

for catching hurts, and nurturing dreams. 

Stacey Philpot 

Develop a bedtime routine that your kids will remember.  Take your time.  Don’t rush.  Talk 

longer.  Snuggle longer.  Listen longer.  Love longer.     

 

At the end of every game after hand-slapping the other team, my son’s Little League baseball team 

would run out to the outfield to talk to their coach about the game.  Whether they won or lost, he 

would take one more opportunity to teach and encourage his team.  Bedtime can give us that same 

opportunity for our team.   

I get it.  At bedtime, you’re just done.  Get-away-from-me-I’ve-been-taking-care-of-your-needs-

all-day-long-what-more-do-you-need-from-me DONE!  Our house has not been the model for 

bedtimes over the years.  In fact, with each child, it’s been a struggle.  We are tired.  And so are 

they.  We are grumpy.  And so are they.  We are longing for time away from them (No offense, 

kids.  We love you, but we also need some space sometimes—especially after 8pm!)  They are just 

longing for a little more attention.  As soon as we learned just to take that extra five minutes instead 

of yelling, arguing, pleading, and begging, our bedtimes changed.   

We already had a strong getting ready for bed routine—with a bath, pajamas, a light snack with 

milk, and our Family Special Time, but we needed to develop a going to bed and staying in bed 

routine too. 

After our family time, we go pee pee, wash hands, and brush teeth.  Then it’s time to go to bed.  

This is where we always struggled.  Other than just saying prayers, tucking in and maybe singing 

a little song with a backrub and getting the infamous cups of water that they all-of-the sudden need 

so desperately, we didn’t want to take any extra time at bedtime.  But we do.   

In fact, we give our extra time.  When we changed the wording a bit--from taking time to giving 

time--it renewed our focus.  Giving our kids extra time at bedtime is truly a gift…a gift of our 

time.  We can choose to give it every night no matter how tired we are.  Or we can choose not to.  

Some nights it’s certainly harder than others, but we try our best.   



We try to stick with a routine as much as possible, but if our kids need a little extra time, we give 

it.  When our kids need a little extra time to talk, we give it.  When our kids ask for a few minutes 

more of snuggle time, we give it.  

It’s not always happily, and sometimes we are gritting our teeth through our smiles, but we try.   

One thing we’ve found that gives us the opportunity to connect a few minutes more while also 

giving our kids the signal that it’s bedtime are our 4-Questions.    

My kids request this time together every night…especially my oldest.  

Recently, I wrote an article for the Her View From Home (www.herviewfromhome.com) website 

talking more about these 4 bedtimes questions:  The Bedtime Hoops:  4 Important Questions to 

Ask Your Kids Every Night has been shared hundreds of times and read by thousands (and 

counting).  I hope these questions help you connect with your team at night too: 

I love my kids, but by bedtime, I’m just exhausted.  At 8pm, my patience shuts off.  So when I have 

to jump through so many drinks-of-water hoops, tickle hoops, tuck-in hoops, bedtime-song hoops, 

pee-pee hoops, and brush-your-freaking-teeth-already hoops, I feel that if they don’t get away 

from me as soon as possible, I’m going to jump through the I’ve-lost-my-mind hoop and escape 

into a dimension where only brownies, beaches, and books exist. 

But that’s not reality! The reality is that parenting doesn’t stop at 8pm.  And even though some of 

the hoops I jump through annoy me, there are four hoops that I would never miss jumping through 

no matter how tired or impatient I feel…The 4-Questions Hoops.   

I started asking my kids these four questions every night and it has changed our relationship.  It 

has brought us closer.  It has created a more positive shift in their focus throughout their day and 

in mine.   

1.  What was your favorite part about your day?  This question allows us to jump through the 

hoop of positivity together.  It helps my children focus on the best parts of their day, and gives us 

another opportunity to reflect on them, laugh even more about them, and find joy in those special 

moments one more time before they close their eyes.  

2.  What was your least favorite part about your day?  This question allows us to jump through 

the hoop of reality together.  No one is perfect.  Everyone makes mistakes, so it’s great to have the 

opportunity to be real and talk about those things in their day that didn’t go well—bad choices, 

disrespect, being irresponsible.  This question has allowed for me to model unconditional love and 

has given me many second-chance teachable moments.  Even if I lost my temper the first time 

around, I have one more chance to walk them through what they should have done differently.  It’s 

great for kids to be reminded that tomorrow is a new day to try again. 

3.  Do you have any questions about your day?  This question allows us to jump through the 

honesty hoop together.  It establishes a habit of always letting them know that they can ask me 

anything and can trust me to listen and love.  It shows them that I’m a “safe” person who isn’t 

going to judge or get angry or be upset if they want to talk about the tough stuff.   

http://www.herviewfromhome.com/


4.  How did you show kindness and love today?  This question allows us to jump through the 

integrity hoop together.  It encourages them to be kind and loving to others even when no one is 

watching.  It is the most powerful, life-changing question I have asked!  My kids have learned just 

how simple it is and how capable they are of showing kindness or love every single day.  When I 

first started asking this question, my eight year old had trouble coming up with an answer, so I 

would step in to tell what I saw him do--he was thoughtful to take his plate to the sink, he played 

with his sister nicely, he gave his little brother a turn with his squirt gun, he washed his hands the 

first time I asked him to.  Creating an awareness of the little ways that he can show kindness and 

love has empowered him to do even more.  Plus, I find myself looking for those positive things that 

each child does throughout the day so I can share it with them that night.  They love hearing all 

the great things they’ve done.  Kindness and love…this is the focus I want my kids to have 

throughout their day!   

The 4-Questions hoops have helped me learn more about my kids: baseball game play-by-plays, 

storm fears, favorite colors and movies. But I have also taught more to my kids:  answering 

questions about abortion, smoking, appreciating the differences in others and I’ll never forget the 

night we cried together about a little boy in a wheel chair.  

Because of jumping through the 4-Questions hoops of positivity, reality, honesty, and integrity 

every night, I have laughed louder, cried more, snuggled closer, and taught lessons about life that 

I would not have had the opportunity to do in the busyness of the day.  The 4-Questions hoops has 

allowed me to live out our calling to “be kind to each other, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, 

just as God through Christ has forgiven you” from Ephesians 4:32 NLT.   

Dear parent, at bedtime, won’t you join me in bending your knees and jumping through these four 

extra hoops with me every night too?  I promise that these are the hoops you will never regret 

jumping through for your kids. 

PEP TALK 

Bedtime can be a time of team-building or a time of terrible battles.  I hope you and your family 

can find a routine that works for you.  One that will bring an end to your day that is positive and 

encouraging to every member of your team.  It’s my prayer that you use these four simple questions 

to connect more with your kids at bedtime.  I pray that they help you connect, love, listen, share, 

and be more intentional about really getting to know the heart of your child. 

And by the way, the “how did you show kindness and love question?”  Think about what a different 

world it would be if we all went through our day with that question as our focus.   

  



PRACTICE TIME 

What is one thing you would want to improve about your family bedtime routine? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What excites you most about trying the 4-Questions at bedtime? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

  



California's redwoods are the world's tallest trees. Some top 350 feet and are more 

than 2,000 years old. One might think that trees so large would have a tremendous 

root system reaching hundreds of feet into the earth. Not true. 

The redwoods have a very shallow root system, but they intertwine. The trees 

support and protect each other. When storms come or winds blow, the redwoods 

stand together. There is strength in numbers.12 

 

Family teamwork divides the effort and multiplies the effect. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

EATING 
 

Your success as a family, 

Our success as a society, 

Depends not on what happens in the White 

House, 

But on what happens inside your house. 

James E. Fanst 
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FAMILY MEALS 

All great change…begins around the dinner table. 

Ronald Reagan 

Eat meals together.  If it can’t be every night, try to eat dinner together as many times as you 

possibly can in a week.  Even if it’s only one or two times--make it a priority.  You could have 

a Friday night pizza night, Saturday morning brunch, or even Tuesday night burgers.  Put 

it on your calendar each week to meet around the dinner table.     

 

Great coaches bring their teams together for meals.  They have a cook-out to kick off the season 

or a pizza party to end it.  Great families bring their teams together around the dinner table and 

hopefully can do that more often than just a few times here and there.   

We are at the stage in our lives where we are blessed to be able to eat almost every dinner together, 

and every Saturday morning, we have waffles or pancakes together.  I treasure this time when our 

schedules are light and our outside commitments are few.  I enjoy just chatting about our day—no 

particular agenda or plan in mind except for relaxing, hanging out, and eating together…being 

comfortable and being ourselves.  Sometimes laughing and being silly, but mostly being grateful 

for our food and our family and enjoying a natural back-and-forth of listening and talking and 

eating and sharing and enjoying each other’s company.   

Even as our kids grow and our schedules get busier, we want to make family meals a priority.  We 

know that these times of family togetherness around our table may start to get fewer and fewer as 

the kids get older and older and our schedules get busier and busier, but we also know that right 

now, we are establishing a sense of team around our table that we will always treasure.   

PEP TALK 

There is just natural bonding that occurs when you sit around the same table eating and talking.  

It’s a great opportunity to encourage each other and strengthen your bond even further.  Just make 

sure to have expectations and consequences for mealtimes too! Kids are notorious for putting on 

their “power pants” at the table.  Setting expectations of gratitude and not making food an issue 

can be helpful so that mealtimes can just be a time for your team to enjoy being together and eating 

whatever is on your plates together.   

  



PRACTICE TIME 

Are family meals a priority in your house?  If not, how can you make them more of a priority? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Pick one night a week for you to make your official Family Pizza Night (or burger night or nacho 

night or whatever).  Write it on your calendar each week for the next 2 months and see what 

positive changes take place. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY MENU 

When you add a pinch of love and a side of family, food will taste better! 

Come up with your own family menu.  What are 15-20 meals that your family enjoys eating 

together?  Write them down and make those meals what you choose from each week when 

planning your meals for your family.  

 

Just as a football team has a playbook for the football field, you can have a playbook for your 

kitchen.   

I love having a Leeb Family Menu.  It used to feel so overwhelming trying to think of what to plan 

for meals for the week, but I soon realized that we pretty much rotated through the same meals 

over and over.  I thought…why not?  Let’s just make these meals our Family Menu---like at a 

restaurant—to make meal-planning more simplified.   

Having a Family Menu doesn’t mean that I can’t throw in some “specials” or “new plays” every 

once in a while, but knowing that we have a set menu that I can choose from and buy the ingredients 

for as I plan our meals for the week is so helpful.  I write our meals up on a white board so our 

family knows what the Leeb Family Restaurant will be serving each night too.   

Now, don’t get the wrong idea.  Our kids absolutely cannot look at the menu and order what they 

want.  Nope.  Not at the Leeb Restaurant.  The “chef” chooses the meal for each night and the 

“customers” eat what the chef puts on their plates or the “customers” don’t eat at all. The chef 

could care less about the customers’ opinions of her food either.  It’s healthy.  It’s the right 

portions, and they are to be grateful for it so we can just spend time as a family and not focus on 

the food whatsoever. 

PEP TALK 

Please don’t let your kids call the shots when it comes to mealtimes.  You are the coach.  You 

should call the plays that you know is best for your team.  You are the one buying the food.  You 

are the one working hard to prepare it.  Their only job is to be grateful for it and that’s that!  If they 

don’t want to eat it, they don’t have to.  You’re not going to argue with them because that’s what 

your family is having for dinner together.  It’s their choice if they don’t want to enjoy it with you, 

but you still want to enjoy having their company around the table with you.  Your goal is to build 

relationships at mealtimes not build walls of division arguing about food.   



When creating your family menu, remember to focus on balanced, healthy meals as much as 

possible.  Having the same meals on a rotating basis will ensure that your kids will say one day:  

“Remember mom’s baked mac-n-cheese?” Or “Remember when we would have nacho night?”  I 

love the thought of my kids returning home one day after they’ve moved out of the house and 

requesting one of our family meals… “Mom, will you make me your meat loaf?”  I still remember 

my mom’s home-cooked meals and always make requests for her taco salad or poncho party supper 

even to this day.  Make healthy meals to nourish your team so they can be healthy and strong 

members of your team and move on to have a healthy team of their own. 

  



PRACTICE TIME 

What is one thing you would want to improve about your family mealtimes? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Make a list of your family’s favorite meals: 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY MEAL-PLANNING 

Family may be spicy or nutty or a little burnt around the edges, 

but they nourish your soul and bring your life flavor. 

Invite your whole family into the meal-planning process.  Get ideas for meals.  Plan what you 

will have for dinner each night.  Compare schedules so you know when you can eat as a 

family throughout each week. 

Athletes have special diets, and even meal-plans, to help their bodies get the right amount of 

carbohydrates, fats proteins, fiber, vitamins and even calories.  Athletes eat healthy so that their 

bodies can perform at their best!  Meal-planning can help your family eat healthy and perform at 

their best too.   

I started meal-planning in 2015 and it has changed my life!  It has reduced my stress and has 

blessed my family in so many ways.  Plus, I’ve saved over $4,000 each year because we’ve stopped 

eating out and we don’t let anything go to waste.  And it’s actually been fun too.  When I can, I 

ask for meal suggestions from our Leeb Family menu from my kids so that they can feel more 

ownership in our family dinners.  They really enjoy contributing their ideas.  Sometimes I bring 

them to the grocery store so they can pick out a new fruit or vegetable to try too.  Talk about 

ownership!  They love trying what they picked out and they enjoy trying what their siblings picked 

out too.  What a great non-threatening way to eat healthy together. 

We want our kids to value mealtime so getting them involved in the planning process can bring 

even more unity to our meals.  They get so excited when we are having “their meal idea” for dinner 

that night.  And they love it when I ask them what they want for their special birthday meal.  

Planning ahead for meals allows me to be prepared to bless my kids and my husband every night. 

PEP TALK 

Please plan balanced, healthy meals for your family.  Your team is relying on you to lead them to 

a victory with the kind of foods their bodies need.  Teach them what to eat.  Teach them what is 

nourishing.  Team them the health benefits of certain foods.  Train your kids to understand that 

healthy food fights off disease and allows their bodies to function the way God intended them.  

When you take the time to meal-plan, you can be more intentional about the foods that you are 

serving.  You can prepare your team to be ready for anything and be able to meet any challenge 

with focus, energy, strength, and endurance.  

  



PRACTICE TIME 

How would meal-planning benefit your family? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Ask your kids right now what their favorite healthy foods are… 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY RECIPE 

Family is the most important ingredient in life. 

Anonymous 

Come up with a recipe with your family.  Make it something simple that you can make 

together and pass on from generation to generation. 

 

Food can unite us.  There are just certain foods that you expect to get at a ball park like nachos, 

peanuts, cracker jacks, and hot dogs.  And is it possible to go to any sporting even without popcorn?  

There’s tradition in food.  How about a special food that is more unique than anything you would 

find at a ballpark?  How about creating a special family recipe that only your family knows?   

Our Leeb Family Recipe came from our Coconut Games.  After we crack open the coconut on 

New Year’s Day, we decided to make something yummy out of the coconut. In the past, we tried 

to just eat it raw.  We also tried to roast it.  Then, we got smart and decided to shred it and add 

some chocolate and other ingredients that I can’t tell you about because it’s our family secret.  

We’re just thrilled that we finally found a great way to use the coconut where it doesn’t go to waste 

and in the process have discovered our very own Leeb Family Recipe—the Leeb Candy Bar—our 

very own creation as well as a New Year’s Day tradition.    



PEP TALK 

There really is something special about food.  Our family recipe is sweet.  Maybe yours will be 

too.  Maybe you will create your own candy bar or special dessert.  Maybe you want yours to be 

salty.  Maybe you want yours to be a casserole or side dish or a soup!  Bring your family together 

and create a tradition…a special recipe.  Create it together and better yet, make it together too.  

Bond over the deliciousness of something that only your family knows.  Shhhhhh…keep the 

ingredients a secret though.  It’s for your family only.   

  



PRACTICE TIME 

If you could create your own family recipe, would you prefer it to be savory or sweet? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Brainstorm ideas about what your family recipe could be… 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

  



 

Dolphin are great team players and often are seen working together to solve their 

everyday problems. Beginning at birth, a young calf has to be raised to the surface 

to breathe its first breath. Another dolphin (called an "auntie") instinctively helps 

out. This same auntie is often seen helping the mother to feed and raise the young 

calf. 

Dolphin also work together while feeding. By surrounding their prey, they can 

confuse a school of fish, trapping them inside their circle. Then each dolphin takes 

turns feeding on the fish. Another technique they sometimes use is to slap their tails 

on the surface. This frightens their prey, causing them to be easily apprehended by 

another dolphin.13 

 

When families look out for one another, protect one another, encourage one 

another, and give life to one another, they will thrive. 

  



 

 

 

SERVING 
 

Life’s most urgent question is: What are you 

doing for others? 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
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FAMILY CONSERVATION 

Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, 

nothing is going to get better, it’s not. 

Dr. Seuss, The Lorax 

Care about our environment together.  Turn off lights.  Don’t waste water.  Recycle.  Pick 

up trash.  Plant a tree.  Compost.   

Green Sports Alliance was created and supported by six professional teams, including baseball, 

football, basketball, soccer and hockey players to “encourage and support other professional sports 

teams and sport centers to reduce their environmental impacts.”14  We, as families, need to come 

together to care about our environment too. 

As a team family, it’s important that we teach our kids to understand that it’s our job to take care 

of the earth and respect the creatures on it.  Now, our family is a little crazy, but don’t forget, that’s 

what makes The Leebs unique.  We’re proud of our love for bugs and nature.  We rescue spiders 

from our house and put them outside.  We watch in awe as a spider builds his web.  We even reuse 

a plastic spinach container to capture flies who wander inside our house and release them outside 

unharmed.  In fact, we laugh about the day when the kids say to someone “Yeah, my dad used to 

run around the kitchen chasing flies with this plastic container and we would clap when he would 

finally catch it. Then we would all open the back door so he could release it outside.  We would 

all cheer.”  We love nature and want our kids to respect it.  We believe that every creature that 

God created has its own special purpose and it is our hope that our kids respect that purpose even 

in the tiniest bug, but also in themselves.  It’s our hope that the more we help them open their eyes 

to see that God has a purpose for even the tiniest bug that they will begin to see how special and 

wonderful their own unique purpose is in this great big world.  That’s just us.   

We teach our kids that there are a lot of ways that they can care about our world.  I love that they 

know that by turning off the lights, it not only saves electricity and energy, but it also saves us 

money so that we can buy more movies for our family movie nights.  See what I did there?  Instead 

of nagging them to turn off the lights all the time, I gave them important reasons why we should 

be aware of turning off our lights if we’re not using them.  I simply taught them how they can be 

helpful to our earth and respectful to our family time and our family’s money.  

I love that my daughter came up with the idea to bring a grabbing tool, gloves, and a plastic bag 

to pick up trash on the way to the park.  I was actually surprised when the bag ended up being full. 



I love that our kids know where our recycling bin is and they use it, and that they see that we have 

more recycling than we do trash.  We want our family to work together to be good stewards of our 

earth and respect the creatures that God created.    

PEP TALK 

The earth is God’s gift to us, and it is our job to take care of it and teach our kids to do the same.  

Your kids don’t automatically know how to conserve water.  Take time to show them how to turn 

off the water and shut off the lights.  Teach them how being aware of those simple things benefits 

your family and the earth.   Robert Swan says: “The greatest threat to our planet is the belief that 

someone else will save it.”  Unite your family in working together to do their part.  Teach them to 

take care of our resources and every living being as much as they possibly can.  Caring about 

something together bonds you together.   



PRACTICE TIME 

What does your family already do help the earth? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

In what other ways can your family work together to protect the earth and its resources? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY GIVING 

“…God loves a cheerful giver. 

2 Corinthians 9:7 

Provide plenty of opportunities for your kids to give—their money and their things.  Open 

their hearts to see that people are more important than things. 

David Robinson, a former NBA player and center for the San Antonio Spurs, gave over $11 million 

to found and fund a college prep academy in one of San Antonio’s economically challenged 

neighborhoods.15   

In just one decade, the Boston Red Sox gave $52 million dollars back to their own community, 

and the Chicago Cubs have a Cubs Scholars program where they give scholarships to inner-city 

students to go to college.16 

Again, one member of the team can give and the whole team can give together.  Positive change 

can happen when just one person gives, but there’s certainly more power behind the giving of an 

entire team…like a family.   

To start, I want to teach my kids to value people over things.  It is my prayer that the more that I 

detach them from things, the more they will be able to give their things and their money to others.  

Something simple I always say to my kids when we get to the car with a cart full of groceries… 

“Let me get you kids in the car safely first.  You are more important than the groceries.”  If they 

break something:  “You are more important than this glass.  I’m still angry that you broke it by 

being silly, but you are more important.” 

Teaching my kids to put their value in people in the materialistic world that we live in is not the 

easiest task, but it’s an important one. Letting my kids know that they are more important than 

groceries or a broken glass is just the beginning.  

It’s my job to create a home of cheerful givers, to set an example of what giving looks like, and to 

provide as many opportunities for them to give.  Again, placing more value on helping others and 

being generous than just accumulating a bunch of stuff.  We’ve learned to weave giving into our 

daily lives by: 

1.  Having a Compassion Coins container:  This is just an oatmeal container we have on our counter 

with a hole cut in the top.  Every Saturday, we put a coin at each child’s seat at the breakfast table 

and have each child put theirs in.  We talk about how blessed we are and we remind them that we 

use this money to help homeless people.  We use it to give to a homeless person standing at an 



intersection.  We use it to make compassion bags with water, a snack, hats, gloves, socks, 

chapstick, Kleenex, etc. for the homeless.  We use this money to give to the Salvation Army bell 

ringers at Christmas time.  We use this money to give to anyone in need.  I love it when my kids 

find a coin and want to put it in the Compassion Coins container instead of in their piggy banks. 

2.  Having a Giving Box every Christmas season:  Before we get anything new at Christmas, we 

want to give away whatever we can that we don’t play with, don’t need, or don’t use.  In the 

beginning of December, I set out a “Giving Box” and see how many times we can fill it before 

Christmas.  The kids go through their toys and books, hats and gloves, clothes and shoes.  One 

year, we filled the giving box 4 times!  It always great to be able to give so much away. 

3.  Leaving gifts for Santa to take:  I love this tradition that we started when my oldest was two.  

Instead of only focusing on what Santa was going to give to us, we have our kids think about what 

they can give to Santa—not just the milk and cookies either.  We have each child pick out a special 

toy for Santa to take to a little boy or girl who doesn’t have parents to give them toys.  I love seeing 

what they end up picking out.   

4.  Setting a giving goal:  Each new year, we set goals together.  I have each kid set 4 goals for 

themselves: 

 Family Fun Goal: What do you want to do, see, or try as a family? 

 Personal Goal: What do you want to accomplish using your unique strengths and talents? 

 Learning/Academic Goal: What do you want to learn to do or improve? 

 Giving Goal: What do you want to do for others? 

By setting a goal about giving, we set giving as a priority.  Notice how a family goal is on there 

too?  Of course it is because family is a BIG priority too, right?   

PEP TALK 

Remind your kids any time you have the opportunity that they are more important that any 

materialistic thing.  It is my prayer that soon they will be able to let go of things much easier and 

give more.  When they make that connection through your example, materialistic things will have 

less meaning to them.  Of course, there will be those special things that they treasure—especially 

if you have a child with gifts as their love language.  But as we take time to weave giving into our 

conversations and into our daily lives, the word giving will begin to grow in their hearts.  As we 

model giving and as we encourage giving as a team family, the word giving will begin to move 

from their hearts out into this world and flourish.  Giving together can create a garden of love 

through the actions of generosity.    



PRACTICE TIME 

How can you get your kids more involved in giving? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

In what ways can your family give more often to more people? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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FAMILY VOLUNTEERING 

No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted. 

Aesop 

Serve your community together.  Give your time to others.  No matter how big or how small, 

taking time to serve others sets a great example of what Jesus said in Matthew 25:40: 

 “Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers and sisters of mine, you 

did for me.” 

Serve…Give…Care…Love….together. 

Larry Fitzgerald, a wide receiver in the NFL, started The First Down Fund which provides time, 

money, and resources to families around the country.  He even volunteered planting trees and 

building an irrigation project in Ethiopia.17   

Derek Jeter, a longtime shortstop for the New York Yankees, started Turn 2 where he spends his 

time helping kids “turn to” healthy lifestyles in sports and activities instead of turning to drugs and 

alcohol.18   

Entire teams like the Baltimore Blast-a professional indoor soccer team- unite on the field to win 

victories, but they come together off the field to hold clinics and other educational opportunities 

for kids.19  Individuals from teams volunteer and entire teams unite together to volunteer too.  

That’s how a family should work…uniting to serve others.  

When my oldest was in kindergarten, he went through a phase of ungratefulness at our dinner 

table.  There was lots of complaining and whining and that’s just not how we want our kids to 

view their meals.  We are so blessed to have any food on our plates at all, and we are to be grateful 

for it…period.  We would take away his plate for complaining and send him to his room for a 

time-out and that worked…until the next meal.  We knew that we had to do more.  We knew that 

we had to change his heart.  We knew that consequences wouldn’t necessarily change his heart, 

but we knew that more teaching would.  And not just a lecture, but an experience.   

We always reminded our kids how blessed they were and that there were so many souls who would 

be thrilled to have anything that we eat on any given day.  There were people out there who didn’t 

know where they were going to sleep at night…who didn’t have any parents or anyone who loved 

them…who didn’t have a bed or a bath or a snack…who didn’t know where their next meal would 

come from.  Although we said those things to our kids over and over, it was time for oldest to 

actually see what we were talking about for himself.   



So, I took my kindergartner who had chosen to be opinionated and ungrateful at dinner time to 

serve at a homeless dinner.  With his own eyes, he got to see these beautiful souls come up to 

receive a plate of food with such humbleness and gratitude.  He got to see that some had no 

shoes…that some had dirty finger nails…that some had no teeth…that some had tattered clothing.  

But more importantly, he got to see that they were all people…real people…just like him.   

He got to see them say “thank you” and eat without one complaint.  That day, he saw that my 

words had meaning and that he could trust me that there really were people out there who had no 

homes or food and it wasn’t just some ploy for me to get him to eat what was on his plate.   

That little kindergartner grew up that day, and through that experience, he was more grateful.  He 

quit complaining.  Not because I forced him to stop complaining, but because he learned for 

himself that the food on his plate was a true blessing so he chose to stop complaining.   

Now, he and I serve the homeless twice a year together, and he looks forward to it.  In fact, he and 

I just slept in a box together on the street on a frigid cold winter night to raise money for a local 

homeless organization called C-U at Home.  We raised over $1,500 to help their cause too.   

My son’s heart was forever changed by a simple act of volunteering together, and I look forward 

to getting all my kids involved in serving our community together and being God’s light in this 

world together.     

PEP TALK 

Volunteering can provide so many opportunities for teaching your kids that the world is bigger 

than just themselves…than just your home…than just your family.  It can open doors to respecting 

and appreciating the differences of others.  It can open eyes to loving and being compassionate to 

those in need.  And it can definitely open hearts to being more humble, more grateful, and more 

appreciative for what they have and more importantly, who they have in their lives.  When families 

unite in serving together, lives are changed.  You have the opportunity to change the lives of those 

you’re helping as well as change the lives of each and every member of your family team!  That’s 

God in action…that’s love in action.  Let’s all get our family teams in action to love others in big 

and small ways.  Unite in serving others.  

  



PRACTICE TIME 

What are some volunteer opportunities in your area? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

In what ways will volunteering more often make a positive impact on your kids? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

  



  

 

Animals can be unbelievably attuned to humans’ states of emotional and physical 

well-being. A study showed that dogs yawn more in response to their owners’ 

yawns than to others, which suggests that dogs are empathetic towards their 

owners. 

Another study found that some pets showed as much worry as children when their 

adult owners were in distress. The pets would stick near their owners and put their 

heads on their laps in response to the display of emotion. 

Another study found that rhesus monkeys refused to pull a chain that would deliver 

them food if doing so would hurt another monkey. One monkey avoided pulling the 

chain for 12 days (until virtually starving) to avoid hurting a companion.20  

Compassion and love within a family is key to a strong home.  When your 

family shows that compassion and love to others, that’s the key to a strong 

world. 
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FAMILY DATE NIGHT (For Adults Only) 

Your marriage is the backbone of your family. 

It needs to stay strong in order for your child(ren) to be happy, healthy, 

and to ensure the longevity and sturdiness of your family. 

Martha Lee 

Invest in your marriage.  Take time to pour into your relationship.  Spend time together 

without your kids.  Date.  Laugh.  Love.  Flirt.  

Professional teams have more than one coach. Oftentimes, they have many coaches.  Football 

coaches are in constant communication during the game with the quarterback and other significant 

players as well as with the offensive and defensive coordinators.  Some of the coaches have a better 

viewpoint of the field and can see advantages of certain plays from a different perspective.  Do 

you see where I’m going with this?  When the husband and the wife—the two coaches of their 

family team who God chose to work together to raise this team to be His best players—come 

together on a regular basis, amazing things can happen. They share their different viewpoints and 

perspectives.  They are in constant communication.  They figure out powerful plays together to 

win the game together.   

My husband and I almost divorced in 2009, and ever since, we have worked hard to stay connected 

with each other.  We learned how important it was that we intentionally date each other and spent 

time together without the kids. 

At the beginning of each new calendar year, we write “Date Night” every month so that we won’t 

let any more than 30 days go by before we have a romantic night. We don’t always go out, but we 

do something special.  That doesn’t mean that we don’t do things throughout the month too, but 

we at least know that we have one date night for sure. It gives us something to look forward to.   

We think it’s important to let our kids know when we are having a date night and ask them to go 

to bed and stay in bed so that mommy and daddy can spend time together.  We want them to see 

that we value each other.  We want our kids to know that by building our relationship, our family 

will only be better.  We love them, but we love each other too and need time together as a married 

couple. 

I love telling our kids that mommy and daddy went to the park and threw a Frisbee back and forth 

before going out to dinner together.  I love letting them know that we are going to watch a movie 

together…without them.  I love sharing with them stories about how we do our getaways to our 

own backyard for s’mores and star gazing.  They may be a little grossed out now, but we just let 



them know how important it is to our family for mommy and daddy to love each other and spend 

time together.  And we also say, “Just wait until you’re teenagers.”   



PEP TALK 

Dating is critical key to a strong marriage and even a stronger family.  Trust me.  Whether my 

husband and I are feeling close or a little distant, as soon as we go out on a date, I feel even closer 

and more loving and affectionate towards him.  When we can take a moment to step away from 

the chaos of life with kids and “put on our headset” and really listen to each other…really 

communicate with each other, great plays are created.  

And I don’t like that some so-called “dating experts” tell you not to talk about your kids while on 

a date.  What?  Don’t listen to them.  My husband and I are capable of talking about other things, 

but we talk a lot about our kids on dates because they are very important to us.  They are valuable 

members of our team. Why would we not talk about them?  That’s what good coaches do.  They 

talk to each other.  They make sure they are on the same page.  They make plans.  They create 

plays.  They try different strategies.  And they bond together to figure out what they can do to 

make their team stronger and better and closer.   

**If you are a single parent, first of all, you’re my hero because I struggle to be a good parent with 

another parent helping me.  Secondly, I encourage you to go on dates too.  Ask a trusted friend 

from the church or swap babysitting with another single friend and date yourself.  Go out and treat 

yourself to a pedicure or spend time with friends or go to a painting class or take a book to a park 

and read.  You deserve to get some space and some distance to pray and plan about your team too.  

  



PRACTICE TIME 

If you could have a date night tonight with your husband, where would you want to go?  If you are 

single, if you could have a date night with yourself or with some friends, where would you go? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Take time to write “Date Night” or “Me Time” on your calendar every month for a year. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

  



 

 

 

 

THE LAST INNING 

Never let the fear of striking out 

stop you from playing the game. 

Babe Ruth 

Family isn’t about being perfect.  It’s not about always doing or saying the right things or making 

the right choices.  It’s not always about having fun or being silly or saying prayers or making up 

family rhymes or singing songs or creating secret handshakes.   

Family is about teamwork.  It’s about learning to accept others’ differences.  It’s about working 

towards a common goal of unity.  It’s about respect.  It’s about honoring each other’s opinions.  

It’s about learning to communicate.  It’s about learning to work through an argument.  It’s about 

sharing those times that make us want to pee our pants with laughter and those times that makes 

us want to put our hands over our face in embarrassment.  Family is about unconditional love.  It’s 

about teaching as well as learning.  It’s about growing pains and wiping tears.  It’s about supporting 

and encouraging each other.  It’s about seeing the good in ourselves and in others.   

It’s about being there for each other through goldfish being flushed down the toilet to Heaven and 

hearts being broken for the very first time.  It’s about going out of our way to be helpful and telling 

a silly joke to make someone smile.  It’s about cleaning up puke together and seeing each other at 

our worst.  It’s about being intentional and making sure that no matter what mess is surrounding 

us in that moment, we are a team. We’re going to work through anything and make the best out of 

everything.   

We are going to play together and do our best to have fun in the game together.   

Unite your team.  Be intentional about loving them, teaching them, training them, and guiding 

them.  Make a positive difference in the lives of the people God has purposely place in your home 

so together, you can go make a positive difference in the lives of others God puts in your path 

every single day.  You and your team can be world-changers together.   

Have fun.  Work hard.  Pray and play even harder.  And love even harder than that.  Unite in your 

differences, encourage each other’s strengths, and bond in the uniqueness and awesomeness in 

your family team.   Play the game together and more importantly, cheer each other on whether 

you’re winning or losing.  You are a family.  You are a team.    

May the grace and love of God be with you and your team always.  Gooooooo Family!  



FAMILY IS… 

…where you find grace to be who you are and encouragement to become who God wants you to 

be.  Elizabeth S. 

…a ball of messy, dirty, smelly JOY...and I wouldn't change it for the world!  Valena C. 

…about supporting each other.  Kristen P. 

…about working to stay connected after the kids have grown up and moved away.  Gayle W.  

…loving through the cray-cray.  Kelli M. 

…where the forgiveness is.  Megan K.  

…loving each other always, even when we don't like each other sometimes.  Jill R.  

…ugly sometimes when we are on each other's nerves but know no matter what, we have each 

other.  Mike O. 

…Ohana--where nobody gets left behind. Jewel M.  

…not always about being blood relation. It's the people who are there through the good & bad, 

laughter & tears. In a transient world, good friends, co-workers, and neighbors can easily become 

extended family.  Jenelle T. 

…the place where all feels right with the world!  Lisa L. 

…safe.  Tiffany L.  
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